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nsight solution to a bad situation.

A year ago I had a problem. Brian, one of my
employees, was missing a lot of work. When he

did show up the work he did was sloppy and

often had to be redone. Finally some of the

other employees reported he was drinking on the

job. It was costing us time and money, and the

situation was potentially dangerous–these aren't

toys we're playing with.

didn't want to just give up on the guy, and I

sure didn't want to have to look for somebody

new to hire, so I called our EAP representative.

They recommended Insight.

Turns out, all it took was some teamwork

between the EAP rep, Insight, our company and

Brian, and we were able to turn a bad situation

into something positive.

Today, things are back on track, and Brian is one

of our best employees.

Thanks to Insight we didn't lose him.

Helping People Break ̀ J Thf
Of Addiction For 28 Years.

For information call 1-800-441-5092

Alcohol, substance abuse &mental health
programs for .individuals and families.

Detoxification •Residential Care •Day Treatment
• Outpatient Services •Halfway House

Conveniently located throughout Michigan.

Accredited by the Joint Commission on
Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO)

Non-profit Organization

Join the growing number of employee
assistance programs that distribute their
own personalized quarterly newsletter.
Health Sentry includes four pages of
up-to-the-minute information and expert
advice on alcohol and other drug problems,
mental health, wellness, nutrition and fitness—
all geared toward helping employees
lead healthier, more productive lives.

s Your yearly subscription includes four
information-packed issues for each employee.
Each copy can be personalized on the front with
your company name and logo and on the back
with your EAP contact name and phone number.

~ Just select the number of copies you wish to
receive, then return the order form below.

Return this order form with payment to:

Performance Resource Press Inc.
7 863 Technology Drive
Troy, MI 48083-4244

Fax: 8'i 0-588-6633
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Please send my company aone-year subscription (4 issues per year)
to Health Sentry. We wish to receive copies (minimum 100).
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subscription rate listed below. Add imprint changes as applicable.
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You're talking with your clients—answering questions and describing your
services—but they want more information. You scribble names and addresses
on envelopes and put brochures and literature in the mail.

Do they get the information? Do they use it? Maybe.
Some never get it—iYs trashed as junk mail. Maybe you forgot to send it.

Perhaps it went to the wrong office or home.
There is a smarter and more confidential way to get information to clients

and employees, and at the same time free-up staff so that they can deal with
situations that require sensitivity, expertise, and training...it's called the Aware-
ness System from PRP.

You simply give your employees or clients a special phone number and
message directory. Callers tell the system what information they want, and
instantly they receive the information right over their telephone. At the end of
each message, the caller can be connected directly to a professional helper or
be given points of referral in the community. That's how easily the new Aware-
ness System works!

What is the Awareness System?
The Awareness System is a computerized telephone message program that

provides immediate access to information and referral on a wide variety of
topics, including: substance abuse, health and fitness, parenting, safety, per-
sonal growth, self-esteem, plus hundreds of other messages of great interest
and concern to your target audience. Each two-to-four minute message has
been professionally researched, written, and recorded. Custom messages can
be added from any touchtone phone using your own private access code.

Mother unique feature of the Awareness System is the Dial-Out Program.
This feature allows the system to automatically call individuals to deliver any
number of messages, such as confirming appointments or announcing meet-
ings or workshops.

By providing this important service to your target audience and promoting
it, you will generate tremendous exposure for your program and its services.
Some organizations have even established partnerships with other commu-
niry resources who receive recognition for their involvement and support
through identifying tag lines on the messages or on the printed directory. The
Awareness System can be used to promote the services of SIR Departments,
EAPs, SAPS, treatment providers, and community prevention services. The sys-
tem makes a flexible, efficient outreach component for schools, employers,
government agencies, and communities.

Once in place, the Awareness System will continue to provide vital
information to your callers for years to come!

As close as the
nearest phone .. .

Awareness
s m
.Allowing you to seed or receive
critical information confiden-
tially and privately.

For a demonstration of cm
actual worming

Awareness System,
ccsll (205) 677-4769.

Enter the three-digit code below for the message you
wish to hear. Listen to as many messages as you like.*

125 - Alcoholism: A Family disease
181 - Cigarettes, Pipes & Snutf: NI the same
185 - Marijuana: Often asked questions
220 -Call the teacher: Questions to ask
223 - t[elping your children in school
240 - Acquaintance rape
313 - Building self image
317 - GangS or groups: The decision is yours
356 - Is my child at high risk?
455 - Helping someone who is depressed

* Partial directory from over 400 messages

For Use by EAP Benefits, cmd
HR Departments

~J Enhance your EAP and Wellness pi~o~un.
~ Answer frequently asked Benefits and I-IIt

questions.
~J Announce special EAP haii~u~~s or seminars.
~J Update HR activities and announcements.
~J Remind employces of important meetings.
~ F~xplain corporate policies and procedures.
~J Announce internal job postings.
Personal messages can be updated daily.
Callers can be directed to the right person
or department for further information.

For details and pricing on this
low cost system, call PRP

Customer Care's
toll free number:

1-800-453-733
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COVER STORY: FEAT~lRE STORIES:

1 ~ Workplace violence poses
a greater challenge to small
employers than their larger

Th~s counterparts. Lack of re-
sources, including time,

Enemy staffing, and funds, can
prevent small employers

Within from taking exotic preven-
tion measures. But there
are steps a small employer

—Michael Barrier can take to ensure a safer
workplace.

7 In-House
46 Assessing the g In the Marketplace
Need for EAP 9 Transitions
in Close-Up 12 News Update
Both internal and external 14 Odds &Ends
EAPs have a new tool to 40 Consultants Directory
help gage the extent of be-

42 Media Update
havioral risks among em-

43 Treatment Directory
ployees —the Business and

44 Advertisers IndexIndustry Needs Assessment.
44 Classified
45 References
46 Close-Up

4 LISPS unveils Six Strategies
to Prevent Workplace Violence
At its second Forum on Workplace Violence in as many
years, the United States Postal Service unveiled its six
strategies for preventing workplace violence. As with
similar programs in other organizations, the LISPS EAP
plays a key role.

Behavioral Case
Management in HMOs
The relationship between HMOs and EAPs has been
tense at best. To make it win-win, HMOs will have to
adjust their sights as health care moves into the ̀ Age of
Integration.' A key component of that integration—
behavioral case management.
David R. Selden, ACSW, LICSW

33 The Dilemma of Making
Referrals: Clinical Judgment, Per-
sonal Bias, and Pragmatic Reality
Referring a client to care—it's the most important yet
intangible aspect of EAP work. How much of the deci-
sion is clinical and how much an assumption of client/
therapist fit? What role do the EAP professional's—and
client's—personal biases play? Read on.
Fran Dents, MS, CEAP

3 ~ Case Management
of the Bipolar Worker
Also known as manic-depression, long-term case man-
agement is critical for employees with bipolar illness.
The cyclical nature of the illness—the manic highs and
depressive lows—requires more than a passing knowl-
edge of how bipolar illness can manifest in the work-
place.
TerryAnn Markus, LSW, LEAP
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Aspen Achievement
Academy specializes in
the treahnent of teenagers
with psychiatric, emotional
and substance abuse
disorders.

Approved by most in-
suranceand managed care
companies nationwide.

800-283-8334
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THE ASPEN DIFFEP~ENCE
■Residential treahnent in lieu
of hospitalization

Time-limited program
(60 days)

■ Mandatory family
involvement which
must be committed to
during admissions process

■ Nationally recognized
outdoor therapy program

■ Excellent outcome studies

~MYR
CLIENT ASSESSMENT SCALES

• Easy to administer, score and interpret.

• For use in diagnosing, treatment planning
for clients, QA management and outcome
measurement for programs.

• Reliability tested at .90 or better.

• Both software (to assist in automating your
program) and paper-to-pencil formats.

Our short-form scale starter kit contains a
scoring manual and 50 scales —five copies
each of the 10 most frequently used scales.

To receive your starter kit and the Clinical
Measurement Package software, send
check or money order for $43 to:

WALMYR Publishing Co.
PO Box 24779 •Tempe, AZ 85285-4779
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Makin Prevention Workg
Alcohol, tobacco, and other drug
(ATOD) use and abuse is widespread
in our society, and it affects all of us in
many ways. Although national, state,
and local efforts have begun to show
encouraging results, the problem re-
mains aserious issue. No workplace is
immune. In 1991, the National Insti-
tute on Drug Abuse reported that 68%
of illicit drug users were employed!
Many enlightened employers and

unions throughout North America
have been working to enhance the pre-
vention climate within their organiza-
tions. bong before there was a Drug-
Free Workplace Act, thousands of
employers and unions offered ways to
help employees and their families find
help for ATOD problems. Even before
there were statistics to prove it, many
employers and unions had imple-
mentedemployee assistance programs
in their organizations. They knew that
encouraging employees to find help
when they need it saves money. In

many cases, it has even saved an

employee's job, family, and life.
Creating adrug-free workplace pro-

gram orenhancing anexisting program

can be an important part of solving one
of our country's most persistent and

serious problems and can lead to a
healthier, more productive workforce.

Employers and unions have success-
fullyimplemented drug-free workplace
prevention programs using many of the
following ideas in their organizations:
• Announcing that prevention of
ATOD problems is a major corporate
focus and encouraging everyone to
take part in this collective effort.
•Being aware of the potential risks
that ATOD pose for a business or or-

EAP Digest May/June 1995

ganization in: increased absenteeism,
tardiness, and use of sick leave and
health care services; higher insurance
and workers' compensation costs;
more injuries, fatalities, and thefts;
lower productivity and product qual-
ity; and, reduced employee morale and
higher turnover.
• Being aware of the connection be-
tween ATOD use and sexually trans-
mitteddiseases, including HIV/AIDS.
ATOD use can lead to unplanned and
unprotected sex. Many drugs, includ-
ingalcohol and tobacco, also interfere
with the body's immune system.
• Explaining the benefits and proce-

George Watkins
Publisher ~( I~ , .
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dures of drug-free workplace programs
or policies to all workers.
• Hosting alcohol-free events, empha-
sizing the company's commitment to
preventing injuries or deaths associ-

ated with drinking and driving, espe-
cially around the holidays.
• Being a positive role model by not
engaging in any illegal, unhealthy, or
dangerous ATOD use.
• Sponsoring or helping with commu-

nity-based prevention services that
may benefit employees and their fami-
lies.
• Including prevention/healthy
lifestyle articles in company materials.
• Formulating a corporate perfor-

mancestandard that encourages com-
munity involvement to prevent

ATOD problems as part of an ongo-
ing commitment to making the com-
munity abetter place to live and do
business.
• Appointing a corporate representa-
tive to serve on and support any
ATOD pravention-oriented programs
or community partnerships.

• Taking a comprehensive approach

to prevention efforts. Serving as a
leader, supporter, or active participant

in community-based efforts to prevent
ATOD use among youth.
• Encouraging and supporting work-

ers and their family members to ask
for help for an ATOD problem. Treat-
ment is more cost-effective than in-
curring potential safety problems and
lost productivity due to drug-related
problems.

Because ATOD use is an issue of
increasing concern in the workplace,
there are several sources of outside help
available to employers who want to
start or expand a prevention program.

Which source is most appropriate for
you will depend on the type of pro-
gram and assistance needed. An ex-
cellent place to start is the toll-free
Workplace Helpline at 1-800-843-
4971. The Helpline provides tele-
phone consultation to assist employ-
ers and union representatives with
policy development, drug testing, em-

ployeeassistance, employee education,
training, and program implementation.

Remember, prevention pays. Make
it work for you. ■

~~~~,
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■ Parkside Behavioral Health Ser-
vices of Parkside, Ill., has acquired
Vista Hill Management Services
(VHMS) from Vista Hill Founda-
tion. The deal involved 12 hospital-
based programs, including adoles-
cent, adult, and geriatric psychiatric
and partial hospitalization programs,
and a licensed home health agency.
Parkside Behavioral Health Services
is a division of The Parkside Com-
pany. Parkside operates 36 programs
in 13 states. (Mitzi Salemme,
Parkside, 708-698-8500).

■ The Avon, Conn.-based Value
Health reported record revenues and
operating earnings for FY 1994. Rev-
enueswere up 42%and pre-tax earn-
ings were up 58% over 1993 levels.
In 1994, the company did $654 mil-
lion in business in prescription drug
sales followed by $198 million in
mental health, $67 million in insur-
ance services, and $40 million in in-
formationservices. The company has
booked $159 million in additional
revenues already for 1995 and re-
cently announced the acquisition of
Diagnostek, the nation's third larg-
estmail order prescription drug pro-
vider, and an agreement to provide
mental health and substance abuse
services to 635,000 CHAMPUS en-
rollees in California through a sub-
contractor relationship with
QualMed, Inc. (Judith Hyfield-Starr,
203-678-3472).

■ Community Care Network
(CNN), a subsidiary of Value Health,
Inc., has reached an agreement with
Northwestern National Life Insur-
ance Company (NWNL) to develop
and offer an HMO in the State of

California. The HMO, Value
HealthPlan of California, is expected
to be in operation early next year.
CNN will develop the delivery sys-
tem and manage provider
credentialing, member services, uti-
lizationreview and quality assurance.
NWNL will market the HMO to
groups of 100 or more. (Judith
Hyfield-Starr, 203.678.3472).

■ Medco Behavioral Care's
(MBC's) utilization review and clini-
cal management operations in Ari-
zona and Illinois have received ac-
creditation from the Utilization Re-
view Accreditation Commission
(URAC), the Washington, DC-
based organization established to
evaluate and accredit UR programs.
MBC serves 187,000 people in Ari-
zona and 500,000 in Illinois. MBC
is a subsidiary of Medco Contain-
tnent Services, itself a subsidiary of
Merck & Co. (John Deats, 201-391-
8700). Also at MBC, MBC of Iowa
was awarded the contract to provide
fully capitated managed behavioral
care services for the state's 180,000
Medicaid-eligible residents. (John
Creamer, 201.391.8700).

■ Managed Health Network
(MHN), the Los Angeles-based
managed behavioral care and EAP
provider, has authorized FIRST
HEALTH, an independent health
care cost management company, to
offer its products and services. MHN
serves more than 300 clients
nationwide. FIRST HEALTH, a sub-
sidiary of First Financial Manage-
ment Corporation, provides self-
funded companies with a full range
of health care management services.

(John Quick, MHN, 212-880.5259)

■ The Jupiter, Fla.-based Parent
Care has expanded its services to
include the entire state of Florida.
Parent Care acts as a surrogate and
advocate for adult children whose
aging parents live in retirement in
Florida. The firm's care managers can
help senior clients maintain their
well-being by monitoring their abil-
ity tomeet the challenges of daily liv-
ing and by arranging home health
care providers, housekeepers, driv-
ers, and other care providers. (Par-
ent Care, 800-352-7359).

■ PacifiCare Behavioral Health,
Inc. (PBHI) of Laguna Hills, Calif.,
the behavioral health benefits sub-
sidiary of PacifiCare Health Systems,
Inc., has acquired AcurCare Group
LLP, of Dallas. AcurCare provides
managed care and EAP services to
clients throughout the southwest.
PBHI and its California subsidiary,
LifeLink, provide services to more
than 400 client organizations and
500,000 covered lives throughout
the southwest and Pacific northwest.
PacifiCare Health Systems is one of
the nation's leading managed health
care companies. (Ben Singer, 714-
229-2825). ■

Mail In the Marketplace
items to:
EAP Digest
Performance Resource Press
1863 Technology Drive
Troy, MI 48083
or fax items to 810.588.6633.

The Minneapolis-based Health Risk
Management (HRM) announced
two new staff appointments. John
Higbee has been named vice presi-
dent/chief information officer. He
holds more than 25 years of manage-
ment experience in information ser-
viceswithin the insurance and man-
aged care industry. Also, Steve
Kitchen has been named assistant
vice president, financial planning.
Kitchen had served as HRM's con-
troller. HRM provides health care in-
formationtechnologies and serves to
manage health care.

Ceridian Employer Services has
named four sales staff for its em-
ployee assistance program, Employee
Advisory Resource (EAR). Jonas
Goldenberg has been named na-
tionalsales manager, major accounts,
through the company's Boston office.
Goldenberg had served as senior
consultant of operations/northeast
regional sales manager with Personal
Performance Consultants. Mark
Miller has been named EAR na-
tional sales representative. He will
be responsible for marketing EAR in
a 15-state area from his Greensboro,
NC, office. Miller had recently
served as vice president of sales at
Value Behavioral Health. Also,
Jayne Robins and Joel Stoeckel
have been named EAR sales repre-
sentatives through Ceridian's Min-
neapolis offices. Ceridian's EAR EAP
currently serves more than 1 million
employees and their families
nationwide.

James Ginther has joined the Na-
tionalAssociation ofAlcoholism and
Drug Abuse Counselors
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(NAADAC) as division director,
program services. In his position,
Ginther will direct the association's
communications, marketing, educa-
tion, and clinical affairs activities. He
had recently held a marketing posi-
tion with the National Automobile
Dealers Association (NADA).
NAADAC is the largest organization
serving the interests and needs of the
alcoholism and drug abuse counsel-
ing profession.

Dr. Wesley Sowers has been named
medical director of The Center for
Chemical Dependency Treatment at
St. Francis Medical Center located
in Allegheny County, Penn. The
Center provides afull-continuum of
chemical dependency treatment
through 14 programs across the Pitts-
burgh area.

Linda A. Bergthold, PhD, has been
named a vice president in the Public
Policy and Finance Practice of the
Washington, DC-based healthcare
consulting firm, Lewin-VHI, a Value
Health company. Lewin-VHI pro-
vides healthcare policy analysis and
management consulting services for
clients in all sectors of the healthcare
industry.

Metro Atlanta Recovery Residences
(MARR) has announced the ap-
pointment ofFred H. Smith as chief
executive officer. Smith replaced the
retiring executive director and
MARR's founder, Donnie D. Brown.
He had served as the senior cam-
paign unit director for the United
Way of Metropolitan Atlanta.
MARK facilities include both a men's
and women's center and more than

26 recovery residences and indepen-
dent living houses.

Jim W. Wilson has joined Parkside
Behavioral Health Services as a se-
nior vice president. Wilson had
served as president of Vista Hill Man-
agement Services, which was re-
cently acquired by Parkside. A
divison of The Parkside Company,
Parkside Behavioral Health Services
operates 36 programs in 13 states.

Steve Schmit has joined national
Employee Assistance Services
(NEAS), Inc., as an EAP counselor.
He had recently served as residen-
tial treatment youth counselor at
Family and Children's Center in
LaCrosse, Wis. Based in Waukesha,
Wis., NEAS provides EAP services
to over 160 employers across the US,
Canada, and Puerto Rico.

Dr. Douglas Astion has joined the
medical staff at AdCare Hospital in
Worcester, Mass. He had served as
medical director at Parkside Lodge
of Connecticut. AdCare Hospital
provides inpatient alcohol and other
drug addiction treatment and oper-
ates the national information and
referral helpline,1-800-ALCOHOL.

Steven J. Scheidt has been named
president and CEO of Compass In-
formation Services, Inc., of King of
Prussia, Pa. Scheidt had served as ex-
ecutive vice president of the behav-
ioral unit of Value Health. Compass
is known for having developed the
only scientifically valid system for
measuring a client's progress in out-
patient care.
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The American Managed Behavioral
Healthcare Association (AMBHA)
has appointed Mark J. Covall as its
first executive director. Covall had
recently served as director of legisla-
tive and regulatory affiars for the Na-
tional Association of Psychiatric
Health Systems. Founded last year,
AMBHA is a Washington, DC-based
nonprofit trade organization repre-
senting 19 of the nation's largest
managed behavioral healthcare com-
panies.

Managed Health Network (MHN)
of Los Angeles announced two se-
nior-level appointments. Karen J.
Goldstein, LCSW, has been named
senior vice president, Western Re-
gion, and Peter Sterman, PhD, has
been named senior vice president,
Sales and Marketing. Goldstein had
recently served as senior vice presi-
dent of adivision ofCommunity Psy-
chiatricCenters. Both Goldstein and
Sterman played influential roles at
Preferred Health Care, which was
acquired by Value Behavioral
Health. MHN provides managed be-
havioral care and EAP services to
more than 300 clients nationwide.

Former Iowa state representative
Brice C. Oakley has been named
chief operating officer of Medco Be-
havioral Care (MBC) of Iowa, the
firm selected to manage the behav-
ioral care services to Iowa's 180,000
Medicaid-eligible residents. Oakley
had served as director of state ser-
vicesfor the national Blue Cross and
Blue Shield Association, Washing-
ton, DC, and is also a former assis-
tant state attorney general. MBC of

Iowa is a subsidiary of the Park Ridge,
NJ-based Medco Behavioral Care
Corp., itself a subsidiary of Medco
Containment Services, a subsidiary
of Merck & Co., Inc.

Former U.S. Army brigadier general

Dr. James J. James has joined the

Norfolk, Va.-based OPTIONS Men-
tal Health as senior vice president
and chief operating officer of OP-
TIONS federal systems. James is a
retired commander of the William
Beaumont Army Medical Center, El
Paso, Texas. His 24-year medical ca-
reer in the Army will assist him in
developing programs to meet the
special needs of the federal govern-
ment and the Department of De-
fense. OPTIONS is afull-service
managed behavioral care company
serving over two million covered
lives across the U.S.

MeadowWood Hospital of New
Castle, Del., has announced two ap-
pointments to its medical staff: Alan
M. Seltzer, MD, will work with the
adult inpatient program at New
Castle. He previously served as di-
rector of the inpatient psychiatric
units at the Medical Center of Dela-
ware. Also, Daniel B. Block, MD,
has been named medical director of
MeadowWood's Adult Treatment
Options in Wilmington.
MeadowWood is a full-care private
psychiatric hospital serving children,
adolescents, and adults. ■
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NAADAC Certification
Commission Ups NCAC 11
Requirements, Introduces
Master Level Credential

The National Association of Alco-
holism and Drug Abuse Counselors
(NAADAC) Certification Commis-
sion has raised the requirements for
its National Certified Addiction
Counselor Level II (NCAC II) and
introduced a new credential for
master's level counselors. Effective
January 1, 1997, candidates for the
NCAC II credential will be required
to hold a bachelor's degree in addi-
tion to the required 450 contact
hours of education and training in
addictions counseling. Candidates
must also document five years of full-
timesupervised experience in addic-
tions counseling and pass a written
exam. The new requirements will
have no affect on professionals cur-
rentlyholding the NCAC II and will
not affect applicants prior to Janu-
ary, 1997. Requirements for the
NCAC Level I credential will remain
the same. Also, beginning in 1996,
the Commission will begin
credentialing addictions counselors
with master's degrees, experience
and training in addictions counsel-
ing, and a passing score on a written
exam. Eligibility requirements will
not be released until September, but
the credential's first exam will take
place in April, 1996.

NASW Seeks Support for
Alcohol and Other Drugs

Specialty Section
Through a grant from the Center for
Substance Abuse Prevention, the

National Association of Social Work
(NASW) is seeking support for a
specialty section in Alcohol and
Other Drugs. School social work is
NASW's only specialty section to
date. To officially unveil the section,
NASW must collect 1,400 signatures
from interested NASW members. If
established, the fee for joining the
section would range from $15 to $30
(in addition to current NASW
dues), yet only signatures are being
sought at this time. Interested
NASW members are encouraged to
write: Marianne Josem, NASW, 750
First St., NE, Ste. 700, Washington,
DC 20002.4241.

Multinationals Exporting'
Managed Care Practices

A survey of international benefits
managers at U.S. companies with
foreign operations revealed that
nearly half (47%) expect to increase
their company's use of managed care
techniques to control health care
spending among employees abroad.
Fully 10%said their use of managed
care techniques would increase "con-
siderably." The reason: Overseas
group health benefits programs are
expected to increase 10% or more
annually over the next five years, and
employees in countries with nation-
alized health care are demanding
more private-sector services. Almost
all companies surveyed use at least
one managed care method, includ-
ing: local, non-US-style medical
treatments and practices, used by
53% of respondents; wellness pro-
grams (well-baby care, smoking ces-
sation, etc.), 50%; case management
for serious injuries or long-term ill-

ness, 42%; preauthorization for hos-
pital admits, 38%; claims manage-
ment to identify fraud, 32%; provider
bill audits, 30%; concurrent review,

27%; and, second opinions on sur-
geries, 23%. (AIG Managed Care
Monitor, 1/95)

Drug To Treat Cocaine
Addiction Not Far Off

Not to take the fanfare away from
the Food and Drug Administration's
approval of REVIA (naltrexone) in
treating alcoholism, but researchers
at the National Institute on Drug
Abuse (NIDA) and the Johns
Hopkins Medical Institutes have dis-
coveredthe exact site where cocaine
binds to the dopamine transporter
protein. That means a drug to treat
cocaine is within sight, maybe only
a couple of years away, according to
a report in Alcoholism ~ Drug Abuse
Weekly (ADAU~. Researchers told
ADAW that the compound currently
used in experiments is weak and not
a candidate for use in treatment.

One-in-Five Americans has a
Disability

An estimated one-fifth of the US
population age 15 or over has a dis-
ability, according to a report appear-
ing in Morbidity and Mortality Weekly
(10/14/94). The prevalence of dis-
abilities in the general population is
as follows: arthritis or rheumatism,
17.1 %; back or spine problems,
13.5%; heart trouble, 11.1%; lung or
respiratory trouble, 6.8%; high blood
pressure, 5.1%; stiffness or deformity
of the foot, leg, hand, or arm, 4.8%;
diabetes, 3.9%; blindness or other vi-
sual impairment, 3.5%; and, mental
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By Michael Barrier

say the words "work-
place violence," and
what comes to mind first is some-
thing like what happened at a 300-
employee San Diego electronics
manufacturer in 1991.

In March of that year, as the re-
cessionhit, the company laid off sev-
eral employees, including a techni-
cian named Larry. He visited the
plant off and on over the next three
months, seeking help in finding an-
other job, and he never seemed to
have less than a cordial relationship
with his former employer.
But then, one morning in June,

Larry came to the plant and con-
firmed that three of its executives—
two vice presidents and his former
supervisor—were on the premises.

Later that day, Larry returned to the
plant, this time wearing a bandolier
across his chest and carrying a shot-
gun. He set off two radio-controlled
pipe bombs, starting small fires, and
shot out the receptionist's switch-
board before she could call the po-
lice.
Then Larry ran upstairs to the

executive offices. He killed one of
the. vice presidents, as well as a re-
gional sales manager who tried to
help his colleague. Another execu-
tiveescaped death only by hiding un-
der adesk. As Larry exited the build-

ing, he walked calmly past a crowd
of terrified employees and then rode
away on a bicycle.

Fortunately, such horrifying inci-
dentsare very rare. Although the Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics (BLS)
counted 1,063 workplace homicides
in the U.S. in 1993, three-fourths of
them occurred during the commis-
sion of robberies or other crimes; an
additional 11 percent involved po-
lice or security guards killed in the
line of duty. Four percent of the ho-
micides involved personal acquain-
tances, as when a victim's estranged
husband pursued her at work and
killed her there.
The BLS, which has been gather-

ing such data since 1992, classified
only 106 of the 1993 homicides as
involving "work associates"—the
homicides that typically come to
mind when "workplace violence" is
mentioned. Of those, 59 homicides
involved co-workers or former co-
workers, and 43 others involved cus-
tomers or clients (including tenants
~vho turned on their landlords in
eviction disputes, and patients who
attacked hospital personnel) . The
1993 total was up from 87 "work as-
sociate" homicides in 1992, but the
absolute numbers remain small.
"The workplace is still the safest

place to be," says Michael R. Losey,
president of the Society for Human

Resource Management (SHRM), an
Alexandria, Va., organization of hu-
man-resource professionals. But it is
for that reason, perhaps, that any
violence in the workplace is so dis-
turbing: It seems to 'signal the de-
struction of the last sanctuary in an
increasingly violent and irrational
world.
Joseph A. Kinney of. Monroe,

N.C., a consultant and author on
workplace violence, says: "A lot of
the killing [in workplace homicides]
is indiscriminate, and that bothers us
as human beings, because we like to
think that if we're going to get killed
at work, we ought to deserve it. And
I'm only half-kidding about that."
Many people believe that work-

placehomicides are merely the most
visible symptom of a much broader,
more serious problem: a growth in
the number of incidents of workplace
violence that lead not to death but
to injury or, at the least, to a major

disruption of a business's normal
workings. "We're got more people

who are leading more violent lives,"

I.osey says, "and they don't leave that

at the employer's door."

When such violence does occur,

he says, "it is so destructive." A cer-
tainlevel ofcivility and cooperation
is fundamental to the operation of
any business; shatter that, through
an act of violence, and everything
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else seems to go with it. When work-
place violence occurs, Losey says,
"it's like a big boulder hitting a calm
pond."

Federal government statistics are
of limited help in assessing the scale
of the problem. The BLS and other
agencies gather information on non-
fatal injuries at work, including as-
saults,but none of that data provides
a clear picture of how much violence
employees are inflicting on one an-
otherand on their employ-
ers. As an official of the
Occupational Safety and
Health Administration
(OSHA) says, there is no
"pure data stream—we're
getting information a little
bit to the left, a little bit to
the right."

Private surveys have at-
tempted to plug the gap,
with mixed results. One
1993 study has drawn
sharp criticism because its authors
extrapolated very large numbers
from a very small number of re-

to violence, and meaningful statis-
tics dissolve in a miasma of dirty
looks and hurt feelings.

Where violence is concerned,
though, it doesn't really matter to a
small business how much of it there
is in the aggregate: What's important

is to exclude violence of any kind
from the life of the business. Because
any violent incident can be "ex-
tremelydevastating" to a small com-

ponents for the electronics industry,
can testify to that.
One of his sales representatives

was having dinner with some cus-
tomers in Texas recently, Schifinan
says, when one customer in the
group, for reasons that are not clear,
began to throw punches at the sales
rep. Evidently, Schifinan says, "this
fellow was not happy at having to
work through a representative, and
he got nasty, so one of my people

wound up having to go to
the hospital with cuts on
his face."One [sales representative]

was having dinner with some
customers when one customer
in the group, for reasons that
are not clear, began to
throw punches.

sponses.
More vulnerable, perhaps, is a

1993 survey by Losey's SHRM, even
though it's questionable how repre-
sentative its sample was, even of
SHRM's members. Almost one-third
of the 479 SHRM members who re-
sponded to the survey reported acts
of violence at their workplaces in the
previous five years, more than half

~I of them involving assaults by one em-
ployee on another. (The rest in-
volved supervisors and customers.)
Those assaults were typically

fistfights—and that suggests how dif-
i ficult it can be to define and mea-
~ sure "violence." Draw the line at in-
', cidents that result in lost days of

work, as the BLS does, and you can
leave out lots of destructive activ-
ity; expand the definition too far out-
ward, to encompass any kind of be-
havior that might conceivably lead
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pany, says San Francisco lawyer
Garry G. Mathiason, a specialist in
workplace violence issues, it is im-
portantfor a ffirm todevote resources
to heading off violence, rather than
dealing with it after it occurs.

Mathiason emphasizes that, to be
effective, an anti-violence effort
must extend to threats as well as
overt acts. "A threat of violence is
an act of violence," he. says, because
"a threat can do independent dam-
age and have tremendous psycho-
logical consequences." He suggests
that it is in fact the growth of threat-
ening words and behavior that has
turned workplace violence into "a
major national phenomenon."
There is, of course, no way that a

business can protect itself completely
against violence, certainly not as
long as it has customers and employ-
ees. Edward J. Schifman, CEO of In-
terconnectDevices Inc. (IDI), a 150-
employee company in Kansas City,
Kan., that manufactures testing com-

Even though the
violence did not occur at
his own workplace, the
disruption was signifi-
cant: Schifman—who
has "never" encountered
violence at IDI—found
himself on the phone to
the Texas hospital at 1
a.m. "I didn't think these

things happened," he says.
But they do, and sometimes with

no more warning—and with far more
serious consequences—than in
Schifman's case. Says: San Diego psy-
chologist Michael Mantell, co-au-
thor of Ticking Bombs: Defusing Vio-
lence in the Workplace (Irwin) : "The
best companies can still have psy-
chotic people who blow up" for rea-
sons that have nothing to do with
their work. Trying to protect your
business from that kind of violence
can be like trying to protect yourself
from being hit by a large meteor: You
can wind up spending a lot of time
and money to fend off a danger that
is in fact very remote.

Given that violence is both rela-
tivelyrare and very dangerous, what
should a small business do to pro-
tect managers and their employees
from it?
Some of the experts' recommen-

dations on how to deal with poten-
tiallyviolent employees—how to dis-
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cipline them, how to fire them— instance—service bureaus will do full the new hire who picks a fight or
don't have much to offer the small background checks for about $50 a pulls a gun, but the employee who
business that can't afford a security person. has been a satisfactory worker for
guard or a metal detector. Ideas that A background check may reveal five, 10, or 15 years.
make sense for a large, relatively im- no criminal record, and perpetrators Says consultant A.L. "Sonny"

personal company may not be rel- typically don't provide "a lot of sig- Weide of Fairfax, Va., himself a

evant to a small company where the pals upfront," Losey says, former human-resources director at

but an applicant's personal a bank where a disgruntled employee

One of the most history may hold some killed three other persons before kill-

clues. "We do know," he ing himself: "You're not going to be

effective devices for says, "that the overwhelm- able to prevent these people from

ing number are male, being hired."

heading off such crises they're probably in their That's no reason not to hire care-

can be an em to eep y
30s or 40s, they probably fully, of course; some people are such

have a history of vio- obvious risks that there's no reason

assistance program. lence—although we may to take a chance on them. But most

or may not know it—they of your efforts at violence prevention

probably have a gun or are will have to concentrate on what

owner works shoulder to shoulder fascinated with guns, they're prob- happens after you hire someone, not
with his employees. Likewise, secu- ably a loner, they've probably dis- before.
rity measures that make sense in an played some anger in the past."
office or a factory may not work in a Most perpetrators, Kinney says, Draw up a plan, and involve em-

retail store. "are white males. These men are not ployees in it. "A small employer can

There are, however, some practi- Well anchored with families, with so- certainly anticipate this issue and
cal steps that almost any small busi- cial institutions. There's a sense of adopt a minimal plan" for prevent-

ness can take to improve the odds failure, cornpared with their fathers. ing violence and dealing with it if it

that it will not fall victim to a vio- Often there's been some history of occurs, Mathiason says. State agen-

lent incident. drugs or alcohol, which I think is very cies that are the equivalents of the

important." federal OSHA may be able to pro-

Hire carefully—but realistically. The key, Losey says, may be in- vide companies with draft plans.

"First of all, you try to hire well," Ed terpersonal eonflict—"they're people Many companies, Mantell sug-
Schifinansays. "If you hire the wrong Who are always having a problem." gests, "are still in denial," and as a

person, you've already lost half of the There are murky legal questions result "are leery about getting their

battle. With a company like ours about how far a company can go in names attached" to violence preven-

that's growing, sometimes you say, exploring such areas with a job ap- tion. "They don't want to be known

`Just get ̀ em in here'—but we can't." plicant (see "When Laws Collide,"), as doing anything, because they're

At the least, small businesses but the larger problem may be this: afraid the public will think they've

should try to screen out potential Of 10 people who conform to a pro- got a problem. A lot of these com-

employees whose histories show a file of a likely offender, nine will most panies don't even want their employ-
propensity to violence. That can be likely turn out to be exemplary em- ees to know." As with other social

simpler and less expensive than ployees. A business that is trying to problems, though, any stigma that

many companies may suspect. shield itself from violence may in attaches to anti-violence efforts may

Small firms tend to think that actuality be depriving itself of em- diminish as the public becomes

"they don't have any resources, they ployees it needs. aware of how widespread the prob-

can't do a background check," says Moreover, even the most careful lem is.
Mathiason. "In fact, there are out- hiring is of limited value as a pro- When a company is willing to

side service providers that will do phylactic against violence because embark openly on an anti-violence

that check for a very small fee. They "the people who commit violence at effort, Kinney believes, its program

can do a criminal background check Work typically are people who have should be shaped by employee input,

for about $18 per county of resi- been employed for some period of through such devices as a question-

dence." In some states—Texas, for time," Mantell says. It is not usually naire or focus groups. That input may
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Here is the nightmare:
You're hiring someone for your busi-
ness.You have some doubts about the
new employee's personality, but he is
otherwise well-qualified. Besides, you
think that you can't ask the questions
you'd really like to ask without expos-
ingyourself to alawsuit for discrimina-
tion or violation of privacy.

The new hire's former employers
are no help: They only tell you the ba-
sics—dates of employment, and so
on—because they don't want to be
sued for defamation.

It turns out that your doubts were
justified. Your new employee has a vio-
lent streak that flares up in a deadly
encounter with another employee. The
result: a suit against you for wrongful
death, based on "negligent hiring."You
should have known better than to hire
this employee, a court rules as it
awards the plaintiff a judgment so large
that it will put you out of business.

You say there was no way you could
have known about the perpetrator's
troubled personality without asking
questions that the law discourages you
from asking? You say that he had no
criminal record and that you couldn't
get any of his references to tell you
anything important? Tough luck; we
don't want to hear about it. Next case.

That nightmare does bear some re-
semblance to today's waking reality—
the law is simply in flux, but to some
extent at cross-purposes with itself—
butthe small business that realistically
assesses its own requirements, and
acts accordingly, has little to fear, ex-
perts say.

Focusing On Behavior
The big new factor in hiring is the fed-
eral Americans with Disabilities Act,
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passed in 1990, which protects people
with mental impairments or physical
disabilities. ADA covers businesses
with as few as 15 employees, and com-
parablestate laws sometimes go even
further; California's covers firms with
as few as five employees. By now,
"most employers understand that the
ADA is maybe more far-reaching than
what they had anticipated," says
Michael Losey, president of the Soci-
etyfor Human Resource Management,
based in Alexandria, Va.
San Francisco lawyer Garry G.

Mathiason says that "the simple rule
of thumb" is to remember the distinc-
tion between behavior and mental
state. What's going on in a prospec-
tive employee's mind is none of your
business—it's his behavior that should
concern you. As long as an employer
addresses behavior, Mathiason says,
"I think you're going to avoid about 90
percent of your ADA problems."

With that guideline in mind, employ-
ersshould proceed to ask all the ques-
tions for which they really need an-
swers, Despite the hazards, Mathiason
says, where a basic background check
is concerned "I think there are more
problems with not asking them the
questions than with asking them."

Asking The Right Questions
San Diego psychologist Michael
Mantell suggests an approach that can
yield the kind of information a small
business needs, while still remaining
well within the law's bounds: "You can
get into questions such as anger man-
agement—when it's relevant to the
job—temper control, how you handle
customers who give you a hard time.
You can offer scenarios and ask people
to think through them. But most people
don't do that. They look at the applica-

tion, they talk about their hobbies, and
boom, the next thing you knew, some-
one is selling pizzas for you."
One company that takes an ap-

proach similar to the one Mantell sug-
gests is Wainwright Industries of St.
Peters, Mo. "We try to have at least
three people involved in the interview-
ing process," says company Vice
President David Robbins, "and do it
over more than aone-day period. Dif-
ferentpeople, asking similar questions
at different times, and then getting to-
getherand coordinating those results.
One of the things we try to judge is that
ability to get along with other people,
and the ability to verbalize and work
out frustrations."

If a potentially violent employee
slips past your safeguards and winds
up threatening violence against an-
other employee or a customer,
Mathiason says, a small business
"needs to look at what its exposure is
from awrongful-discharge or civil-
rights standpoint if it acts~r doesn't
act."

An employee who is fired for mak-
ing athreat may claim discrimination
under ADA; but because employers
have the duty to maintain a safe work
environment, an employer who does
not act against an employee who
makes a threat, and later carries it out,
can wind up being sued by an injured
employee.

As paralyzing as such a situation
might seem, all that is really needed,
Mathiason says, is probably "some
preventive telephone advice. If a small
employer is put through litigation and
has to spend $50,000 or $100,000 on
that litigation, it can literally lead to de-
struction of the company. One or two
hours of legal advice in advance
makes a world of difference." ■
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reveal that only a limited program is
needed, he says.

Reporting requirements, for both
violence and threats of violence,
should be part of the plan; as Losey
says, "you're not doing anybody a
favor when you see an altercation
and you cover it up."

As part of the plan, adopt a "zero
tolerance" policy. "Zero tolerance"
need not mean dismissal. Discipline,
rather than termination, maybe the
best response when an offender is a
long-term employee with an other-
wise spotless record and the violent
episode is clearly an aberration.

Although it's true, as Losey says,
that "you can't have, inmost circum-
stances, a 5 percent punch to the
nose, or a 5 percent pulling [of] a
weapon," there can still be gray ar-
eas. "I'm not a cookbook person who
says if you hit him once you get three
days off, if you hit him twice you get
a week off," he says. "There are al-
waysextenuating circumstances, and
I think part of management is to look
at the facts, at the totality of the situ-
ation."
What is essential is that there be

consequences of some kind for the
perpetrator of violence; it cannot be
simply ignored. When discipline is
required, its purpose should be not
to punish, but to teach. Mantell, who
is a consultant to the U.S. Postal
Service's violence-prevention pro-
gram, says that wayward employees
should be "treated as adults with
problems to solve, instead of as kids
who have misbehaved and therefore
have to be punished."

Enlist the aid of professionals—
with an eye on the cost. "A small
company is not going to have a psy-
chologist or a legal department on
staff," Mathiason says. "It's going to
have to go to external resources and
then carefully control how much of
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them it uses."
The sums required for a few hours

on the telephone with such profes-
sionals can seem quite small when
measured against the costs imposed
on a business when a simmering
problem flares into violence. "The
real expense," Mathiason says, "is
when you have an incident. [Small
businesses] don't have the size to be
their own insurance company; they
have to start thinking about this
problem upfront." The real "Achil-
les' heel" of a small business,
Mathiason suggests—what really sets
it apart from a large company—is
that it typically has far fewer re-
sources to devote to "physical secu-
riry measures, like hiring a security
guard.
"Compared with legal and psycho-

logical services," he continues, "the
cost of physical security is [perhaps]
20 times higher, [or even) 100 times
higher. Think of having a security
guard at your facility for two weeks
around the
clock, or for two
shifts. That's
very expensive;
that's what has
to be avoided, if
they can avoid
it," by resolving a
problem in its
early stages.

Hiring a secu-
riry firm tempo-
rarily may be -
come necessary, for example, when
someone is fired and threatens to kill
a supervisor; in addition to inform-
ing the police of such a death threat,
the employer may feel obligated to
provide security even at the
supervisor's residence. Usually, as
Mathiason says, "that is very, very
hard for a small employer to do," be-
cause of the cost.
One of the most effective devices

for heading off such crises can be an

employee assistance program (EAP),
which for most companies, large and
small, is run by an outside provider.
Such programs first appeared after
World War II, primarily to deal with
alcoholism. They have since evolved
to the point that EAP counselors can
help with problems of many kinds—
drug abuse, personal finances, mari-
tal difficulties—that may hinder the
performance of otherwise valuable
employees and spawn violence if left
untended.
"So frequently [in violence inci-

dents] there's a contributory family
situation—an emotional problem,"
Losey says. Employees may feel more
comfortable in such situations in
turning to an EAP run by an outside
firth because of the greater assurance
that their problems will be treated
confidentially.
Even when a small business can-

not afford to contract with a coun-
seling firm for an EAP it can refer
employees to government and non-

~~Smaller employers sometimes
have a stronger sense of family
within the work environment,"
Mathiason says, and the down-
side can be that something akin

to domestic violence results.

profit agencies that may be able to
help.

Security firms can be useful, too,
although perhaps more as consult-
ants than as regular providers of ser-
vices. For example, a security firm
may tell you how best to control ac-
cess to your business (by terminated
employees, among others). But be
aware than an increase in security
can be as disturbing to employees as
a lack of it. "Sometimes," consult-
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ant Weide says, "management solves
problems that didn't exist in employ-
ees' minds."

For small businesses of all kinds,
though, the best protection against
violence may lie not in measures like
those just listed, but in a company
culture that makes violence all but
unthinkable. "In a company with a
healthy environment," psychologist
Mantell says, "where employees feel
they're appreciated and treated with
a level of respect, the number of dis-
gruntledemployees who turn to vio-
lence as a method of solving prob-
lems is minimal, if any at all. You just
don't see it."
A strong company culture may not

inoculate a company against such in-
temalviolence, Garry Mathiason says,
"but I think it helps. I don't think
there's any doubt about it. Where
there's a management style that allows
people to [communicate with one an-
other], you're going to get threats re-

portedmore readily, you're going to get

a clearer transmission of what the com-
panyvalues are."

In such circumstances, there's less
chance that an employee will go
through what Mathiason calls a
"progression of escalation" before the
development is noticed by someone
who is in a position to try to prevent
a heightening of the problem.
Ed Schifman, for one, emphasizes

his open-door policy: "Anyone can
come into my office, any time, and
they do." Often, he says, "I hear
about things that are of concern to
me—people are stressed—and I try
to deal with those things one on one.
When an employee feels that I'm
taking that kind of time, with the
kind of issues that I have to deal with,
it makes a big difference; and that
gets around.

"I'm so proud of the people who
work for our company. I always feel
that it's an honor to be working with
them. And I make that quite clear
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to everybody. You fill a glass from the
bottom up—not from the top down.
When CEOs remember that, it
makes a big, big difference."
There apparently has been no

study conducted that links manage-
mentstyles toincidents ofworkplace

violence, but "the anecdotal data is
very, very compelling," Mantell says.
"When the owner of a store treats
his salesmen the way he wants to be
treated himself, you don't see vio-
lence."

That's not the same as saying, "If
you'll just be nice to your employ-
ees, they may not shoot you." There
has not yet been an authoritarian or
unfair boss whose behavior justified
a fist in the face, much less a bullet.
"The victim is not the villain,"
Mantell emphasizes. "The ultimate
responsibility for violence rests with
the person who pulls the trigger."

Besides, too accommodating an at-
titude toward employees—of the kind
that expresses itself in paternalism—
mayitself breed violence. "Smaller em-
ployers sometimes have a stronger
sense of family within the work envi-
ronment," Mathiason says, and the
downside can be that something akin
to domestic violence results.
"There is a feeling that this orga-

nizationwill never let them down—
that they will always be taken care
of," Mathiason says. "Then some-
thinghappens, and that family struc-
ture breaks down, and there can be
areal physical reaction to it—or cer-
tainly averbal, threatening reaction
to it. There's a tremendous sense of
betrayal," as expressed by one mur-
derous employee who said, "They
threw me to the side of the road like
a bag full of puppies."
A "family feeling" is less important

than a pervasive sense of fairness. "I
think that the most humane envi-
ronment is one where rules are rig-
orously enforced," Kinney says.
Of course, the bosses of what

Mantell calls "toxic workplaces" do
not run their businesses with the idea
of provoking violence by their em-
ployees—against themselves, or
against other employees or custom-
ers. Neither do enlightened bosses
run their businesses with violence
uppermost in mind. In both cases,
violence—or the lack of it—is a
byproduct of decisions made for
other reasons.

These days, business owners are be-
coming aware, often slowly and quite
painfully, that violence can be one
of the unintended consequences of
their actions.

Mantell cites a small chain of dress
shops in Los Angeles; some of the
employees wanted "an extra 15 min-
utes of lunchtime fora Thanksgiv-
ing potluck. How you handle that is
absolutely related to violence in the
workplace. You don't have to say yes;
but if you say no in a way that shows
disregard for people, you're going to
have a problem. If you have an an-
gry group of people, some of whom
are psychologically impaired, that is
a ticking bomb."
The bomb may-not go off for years;

it may go off only in the form of trivial
sabotage; in fact, it will probably
never go off. But there is no reason
it should be ticking at all.

Astute business owners and man-
agers are using the new concern
about violence "to define who they
are and how they want their employ-
ees to get along with each other," Jo-
seph Kinney says. "I think the days
of the back-room bully are numbered
in most organizations." Ultimately,
he says, "the issue is, what kind of
values do you want to reinforce in
your organization? Sexual harass-
ment began the debate; this is a
branch in that road." ■

Reprinted by permission, Nation's Business, Feb-
ruary, 1995. Copyright 1995, U.S. Chamber of
Commerce.
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-~ UNI TED ST/~TES
I~OST/~L SERVICEM

Unveils Six Strati ies to Preventg
Wor lace Violence

Pictured (Ito r) are Vice President AI Gore's wifeTipper Gore; Postmaster General
Marvin Runyon; Deputy Postmaster General Michael S. Coughlin; USPS Vice Presi-
dent ofHuman Resources Gail G. Sonnenberg; and National Manager of the USPS
EAP Dr. John G. Kurutz.

At its second Forum on
Workplace Violence held
in Washington DC in
April, Postmaster General
Marvin Runyon pledged to
serve as "an advocate for
the security and well-being
of every working person."

The forum rolled out the

USPS's workplace vio-
lence prevention ap-

proach, acornerstone of
which is the USPS EAP.
Among those speaking

at the day-long forum were
Tipper Gore, wife of Vice
President Al Gore; USPS
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Chief Operating Officer
and Executive Vice Presi-
dent William J.
Henderson; and former
White House Press Secre-
tary James Brady, himself
avictim of on-the-job vio-
lence during the 1981 at-
tempt on President Ronald
Reagan's life. It culminated
in the release of six specific
strategies to address work-
place violence at the USPS
(see sidebar, next page).

In addition to these
strategies, Runyon pointed

out other measures now

being taken by the USPS,
including a joint labor and
management Committee
on Workplace Behavior
and a training program on
workplace violence to
reach over 40,000 USPS
managers, postmasters,
and union officials.

Referring to the six
strategies, Ann C. Wright,
manager of Employee
Health and Services at the
USPS, called them "shared
organizational strategies"
culled from "good manage-
mentpractices throughout
the postal service." "We've
brought these initiatives
together into a single, co-
hesive unit to address vio-

lence at the USPS," said
Wright.

Dr. John Kurutz, na-
tional manager of the
USPS EAP said, "We're
taking a proactive stance
against aggression. We're
taking a leadership role be-
cause we want a safe,
healthy work environment
for all postal employees."

In addition to the six
strategies, USPS EAP Co-
ordinators and other per-
sonnel in each of the
USPS's 85 districts have
the autonomy to develop
regional solutions to the
problem. Three such strat-
egies were shared during
the forum: the develop-

Postmaster General Marvin Runyon with former White House Press Secretary
James Brady.
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Dr. Mary Jane England, Chief Executive Officer ref the Washington Business Group
on Health and President-elect of theAmerican PsychiatricAssociation, accepting
an award from Postmaster General Marvin Runyon. At the podium is National
Manager of the USPS EAP Dr. John G. Kurutz.

ment of a Committee to
Prevent Violence in the
Workplace from the Den-
ver USPS District; a Pacific
Area Crisis Management
Plan; and the use of dispute
resolution teams iii a St.
Louis, Mo., bulk mailing
center.

"I pledge to use the au-
thority of my office to pro-
mote safety not only in the
Postal Service, but in ev-
ery factory, office, and
business in this nation,"
said Runyon. "I will be a
crusader for this cause."■

Left: Dr. Dale A. Masi,
MAST Research
Consultants, speaking
to attendees.

Below: Expert panelists
field questions from the
audience.
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USPS Strafe iesg
to Prevent
Wor lace
Violence

1 Selection
Plan for and ensure that time and effort
are devoted to a quality pre-hire and
probationary period screening process.

Security
Ensure appropriate safeguards for
people and property.

~~v: Policy
Consistently communicate and enforce
postal policy regarding violent and
inappropriate behavior.

4 Environment and Culture
Create a work environment and maintain
a climate that values and respects
individual worth and dignity.

Employee Support
Ensure that all employees, including
managers and supervisors, are aware of
the resources available to assist them in
dealing with the problems of work and
daily living.

6 Separation
When involuntary separation is
necessary, handle the process
professionally, including assessment of
any inappropriate behavior and
potentially violent circumstances.
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Announcing a new aid
for the treatment of alcohol dependency

REVtA~~~ is the first medication
in a novel approach shown to
enhance the outcomes of
treatment programs,

REV~~~ is indicated for
the treatment of alcohol
dependence as part of a
comprehensive treatment
program.

When used for
12 weeks, xEVtA~M

Reduced craving' z

Significantly increased
abstinence rates'~~

e
There are no clinical trials evaluating the
safety and efficacy beyond 12 weeks.

REVIA'"' has the capacity to cause
dose-related hepatocellular injury
(see WARNINGS in brief sum-
mary of Prescribing Information).

It may be necessary to administer
a NARCAN° (naloxone hydro-
chloride injection, USP) challenge
test (see brief summary of
Prescribing Information) if there
is the possibility of opioid abuse
within the past 7 to 10 days.
REVi~~~~ is well tolerated by most
patients. The following adverse
reactions have been reported with
REVta~~~ at an incidence rate of

more than 10%: difficulty sleeping, anxiety,
nervousness, abdominal pain/cramps, nausea
and/or vomiting, low energy, joint and
muscle pain, and headache.

For more information about REVIA~"' please call us at 1-800-4PHARMA.

R E V I A

Reduce the dependence...reinforce the therapy
Ri1RNINGS:
tlepatotolicity:

aeVi,~"' has the capacity to cause hepatocellular injury when given in excessive 'The margin of separ:~tion between the apparently safe dose of ueVin'"' and the
closes. dose causing hepatic injury appears to be only fivefold or Tess. a[Vin^' does

aeVin"' is contraindicated in acute hepatitis or liver failure, and its use in 
"o~ appear to be a hep~totoxin ~t the recommended closes.

patients with ~e[ive liver disease must be carefully considered i~t light of its Patients should be warned of the risk of hepatic injury and advised to stop
hepato[oxic effects. the use of iteViA"' and seek medical attention if tlicy experience symptoms of

acute hcpa(itis.

X1995 DuPont Pharma Please see adjacent brief summary of Prescribing Information.

NARCAN~ is a Registered U.S. Trademark of The DuPont Merck Pharmaceutical Co.
at:V~n" is a Trademark of The DuPont Merck Pharmaceutical Co.

UUYVNI

PHARMA



xeVw^~ (naltrexone hydrochloride Tablets)
BRIEF SUMMARY OF PRESCRIBING INFORMATION
INDICATIONS AND USAGE:
xi:Vw (naltrexone hydrochloride) is indicated:

In the treatment of alcohol dependence and far the blockade of the effects of exagenously administered opioids.
Hi:Vin has not been shown to provide any therapeutic benefit except as part of an appropriate plan of management

for the addictions.
CONTflAINDICATIONS:
~u;Vw is contraindicated in:
1 Patients receiving opioid analgesics.
2 Patients currently dependent an opioids.
3~ Patients in acute opioid withdrawal (see WARNINGS).

f ~r opioids~
dual who has failed the NARCANm (naloxone hydrochloride) challenge test orwho has a posAive urine screen

5) Any Individual with a history of sensitivity to a~.V~n (naltrexone hydrochloride). It is not known if there is any
cross•sensitivity with naloxone orthe phenanthrene containing opioids.
6) Any individual with acute hepat~is or liver failure.

WARNINGS:
Hepatotoxicity:

xisV~n has the capacity to cause hepatacallular in(ury when given In ezcessive doses.
iir.Vin is contraindicated in acute hepatills or liver failure, and ifs use in patients with active liner disease

must be carefully considered in Ilght of (is hepatatoxic eflecis.
The margin of separation between the apparently sale dose of arv~n and the dose causing hepatfc Injury

appears to 6e only five•lold or less. m:Vw does not appear to 6e a hepataloxin at the recommended doses.
Patients should 6e warned of the risk of hepatic injury and advised to stop the use of arv~n and seek

medical attention fl they experience symptoms of acute hepatllis.

Evidence of the hepatotoxic potential of aeVw is derived primarily from a placebo controlled study in which w;Vu
was administered to obese subjects at a dose approximately five-fold that recommended for the blockade of opiate
receptors (300 mg per day). In that study, 5 of 26 a~Y~n recipients developed elevations of serum iransaminases (i.e.,
peak ALT values ranging from a low of 121 to a high of 532; or 3 to 191imes their baseline values) offer three to eight
weeks of treatment. Although the patients involved were generally clinicalty asymptomatic and the transaminase levels
of all patients an whom fallow-up was obtained returned to (or tawaN) haseline values in a matter of weeks, the lack of
any transam'inase elevations of similar magnitude in any o(ihe 24 placebo patients in the same study is persuasive
evidence that a~:vw is a direct (I.e., not idiosyncratic) hepatotoxin.

This conclusion is also supported by evidence from other placebo controlled studies in which exposure to nevm at
doses above the amount recommended for the treatment of alcoholism or opiate blockade (50 mp!day) consistently
produced more numerous and more significant elevations of serum transaminases than didplacebo. Transaminase
elevations in 3 of 9 patients with Alzheimer's Disease who received acuti (at doses up to 300 mg/day) for 5 to 8
weeks In an open cifnical trial have been reported.

Althou h no cases of hepatic failure due to rseV~n administration have ever been reported, physicians are advised to
consider tRis as a possi6le risk of treatment and to use the same care in prescribing ai:V~n as they would other drugs
with the potential for causing hepatic injury.
Unintended Precipitation of Abstinence:
To prevent occurrence of an acute abstinence syndrome, or exacer6alion of a pre-exisflng su6clinical ahstinence
syndrome, patients must 6e oploid-free for a minimum of 7-10 days before starling aiavin. Since the absence of
an opTold drug in the urine is often not sufficient praofthat apatient is oploitl-free, a NANCAN challenge should be
employed if the prescrihing physician feels there is a risk of precipltaling a withdrawal reaction fallowing adminis-
trellon of aruw.The NARCAN challenge lest is described in the OOSRGE AND ADMINISTRATION seclian.

While m:V~n is a potent antagonist with a prolonged pharmacologic effect (24 to 72 hours), the blockade produced
by w+.Vu is surmountable. This is useful in patients who may require analgesia, but poses a potential risk to individu•
als who attempt, on their own, to overcome the blockade by administering large amounts of exogenous opioids.
Indeed, any attempt by a patient to ove~ome the antagonism byiaking opioids fs very dangerous and may lead to a
fatal overdose. Injury mayarise because the plasma concentration of exogenous opioids attained immediately follo~r
ing their acute administration may be sufficient to overcome the competitive receptor blockade.

taken in a manner i.e., relatively long after the last dose
body longerthan e active wncenirations of nalirexone;

When Reversal of aeVin Blockade is Nequlred: In an emergency situation in patients receiving fully blocking doses
of aeVu, a suggested plan of management Is regional analgesia, conscious sedation with a benzodiuepine, use of
non-opioid analgesics or general anesthesia.

In a situation requiring opioid analgesia, the amount of opioid required may be greaterthan usual, and the resulting
respiratory depression may be deeperand more prolonged.
A rapidly acting opioid analgesic which minimizes the duration of respiratory depression is preferred. The amount of

analgesic administered should be titrated to the needs of the patient. Non-receptor mediated actions may occur and
should be expected (e.g., facial swelling, itching, generalized erythema, or bronchoconsiriction)presumably due to
histamine release.

Irrespective of the drug chosen to reverse aeV~n (naltrexone hydrochloride)blockade, the patient should be moni-
toredclosely by appropriately trained personnel in a setling equipped and staftetl for cardiopulmonary resuscitation.
When Withdrawal is Accidentally Preelpltated Wlth ae~~n: Severe opioid withdrawal syndromes precipitated by the
accidental ingestion of aeVU have been reported in opioid-dependent individuals. Symptoms of withdrawal have
usually appeared within five minutes of Ingestion of a~;V~n and have lasted for up to 48 hours. Mental status changes
including confusion, somnolence and visual hallucinations have occuRed. Significant fluid losses from vomiting and
diarrhea have required Intravenous fluid atlminlstration. In all cases patients were closely monitored and therapy with
non-optold medications was tailored to meet individual requirements.
Suicide: The risk of suicide is known to be Increased in patients with substance abusewith or without concomitant
depression. This risk is not abated by treatment with aeUw (see ADVERSE REACTIONS).
Information for Palienh: It is recommended that the prescribing physician relate the fallowing information to patients
being treated with aevin:

You have been prescribed a:Yin (nalirexane hydrochloride) as part of the comprehensive treatment for your alco-
holism ordrug dependence. You should carry identification to alert medical personnel to the fact that you are taking
ar•.Vw. A aeVu medication card may be obtained tram your physician and can be used for this purpose. Carrying the
identification card should help to ensure thatyou can obtain adequate treatment in an emergency. If you require
medical treatment, be sure to tell the treating physician that you are receiving aeV,n therapy.

You should take xeVw as directed by your physiaan. If you atlempt to self•adminlster heroin or any other opiate
drug, In small doses, you will not perceive any effect. t - i i r r
doses of heroin or any other narcotic yoo may die or su Coln rio ini ~ry inclu Ina coma

rs~;vw is well-tolerated in the recommended doses, but may cause I vex Injury when taken in excess or in people
who develop liver disease from other causes. If you develop abdominal pain lasting more than a few days, white bowel
movements, dark urine, oryellowing of your eyes, you should stoptaking aeV~n Immediately and see yourdoctor as
soon as possible.
Lahorolory Tests: A high index ofsuspicion fordrug-related hepatic injury is critical if the occurrence of liverdamage
induced by aeVin is to be detected at the earliest possible time. Evaluations, using appropriate batteries at tests to
detect liver injury are recommended at a frequency appropriate to the clinical situation and the dose of aev~a.

Ni:Uin does not interfere with thin-layer, gas•liquid, and high pressure liquid chromatographic methods which
may be used forthe separation and detection of morphine, methadone or quinine in the urine. rsNV~n may or may not
interfere with enrymatic methods for the detection of opioitls depending on the specificity of the test. Please consult
the test manufacturer for specific details.
Drug Interactions: Studies to evaluate possible Interactions between x~;u~n and drugs other than optotes have not been
performed. Consequeniry, caution is advised If the concomitant administration of aeVin and other drugs is required.

The safety and efficacy of concomitant use of w:V~a and disulfirain is unknown, and the concomitant use of two
potentlally hepatotoxic metlirahons Is not oNinarlly recommended unless the probable benefits ouhveigh the
known risks.

Lethargy and somnolence have been reported fallowing doses of wsvu (nattrexane hydrochloride) and thioriduine.
Patients taking xeVu may not benefit from opioid containing medicines, such as cough and cold preparations,

antidiarrheal preparations, and apioid analgesics. In an emergency situation when opioid analgesia must be adminis-
tryered pto apatient receivingpaeYin, the ampount gof opioid regwred may 6e greater than usual, and the resuMing respirato-

CARCINOGEN SYSbMUTAGENESISAND IMPAINMENT OfC 
ERTIONS):

TY
Carclnogenesls: In a Two-year carcinogenicity study in rats, there were small increases in the numbers of mesothe-
liomas inmates, and tumors of vascular origin in both sexes. The number of tumors were within the range seen in
historical control groups, except for the vasculartumors in females, where the 4°/ Incidence exceeded the historical
m~cimum of 2°/.

OO 1995 DuPont Pharma

Mutagenesis: A total of lwenry•hvo distincttests were performed using bacterial, mammalian, and tissue culture
systems. All tests were negative except for weakly positive findings in the Drosophila recessive lethal assay and
non-specific DNA repair tests with F,~p~j. The signdicance of these findings is undetermined.
Impairment of Ferlllity: uev~n (100 mglkg, approximatety 140limes the human therapeutic dose) caused a signifF
cant increase inpseudo-pregnancy in the rat. A decrease in the pregnancy rate of mated female rats also occurred. The
relevance of these observations to human fertility is not known.
Pregnancy: Category C. wsvin has been shown to have an embryocidal effect in the rat and rab6R when given in doses
approximately 140 times the human therapeutic dose. This effect was demonstrated in rats dosed with rseYu (100 mg4cg)

There are no adequate and well-controlled studies in pregnant women, xeVw should be used in pregnancy only
when the potential benefit justifies the potential risk to the Cetus.
Labor And Delivery: Whether or not wav~n affects the duration of labor and delivery is unknown.
Nursing Mothers; Whether or not maV~n is excreted in human milk is unknown. Because many dings are excreted In
human milk, caution should be exercised when rseVu is administered to a nursing mother.
Pediatric Use: The safe use of neVU in subjects younger than 18 years old has not been established.
ADVERSE REACTIONS:

During Rvo randomized, double-blind placebo•conirolled 12 week trials to evaluate the efficacy of seYw as an
adjunctive treatment of alcohol dependence, most patients tolerated eeV~n well. In these studies, a total of 93 patients
received seVu at a dose of 50 mg once daily. Five of these patients discontinued w:vu because of nausea. No seri-
aus ativerseevents were reported during these two trials.

While extensive clinical studies evaluating the use of xeVu in detoxified, formerly opioid dependent
individuals failed to identify any sin le, serious unlowaN risk of neVw use, placebo controlled studies employing up
to five-fold higher doses of aevu ~up to 300 m per day) than that recommended for use in opiate receptor blockade
have shown that nevw causes he~atocellular in~ur~ in a substantial proportion of patients exposed at higher doses

a~sv~n, used at any dose, as a cause of any other serious adverse reaction for the patient who is "opioid free." It is
critical to recognize that aeVU can precipitate or exacerbate abstinence signs and symptoms in any Individual who is
not completely free of exogenous opioids.

Patients with addictive disorders, especially narcotic addiction, are at risk for multiple numerous adverse events
and abnormal laboratory findings, including liver function abnormalities. Data from both controlled and observational
studies suggest that these abnormalities, other than the dose-related hepatotoxicity described above, are not related
to the use of xevw.

Among apioitl free individuals, w:V~n administration at the recommended dose has not been associated with a
predictable profile of serious adverse or untowaN events. However, as mentioned above, among individuals using
opioids, w;Vw may cause serious withdrawal reactions (see CONTRAINDICATIONS, WARNINGS, DOSAGE
AND ADMINISTRATION).
Repoded Adverse Events
arvN has not been shown to cause significant Increases in complaints in placebo-controlled trials in patlents known

to be free of opfoids for more than 7.10 days. Studies in alcoholicpopulatians and in volunteers in clinical pharmacology
studies have suggested that a small fraction of patients may expenence an opiold withdrawal-like symptom complex
consisting of tearfulness, mild nausea, abdominal cramps, restlessness, bane orjoint pain, myalgia, and nasal symptoms.
This may represent the unmasking of occult opioid use, or it may represent symptoms atlnbutable to naflrexone. A
number of aftemative dosing patlerns have been recommended to try to reduce the frequency of these complaints
(see Individualization of Dosage).
Alcoholism:

In an open label safety study with approximately 570 individuals with alcoholism receiving aeYu, the following
new-onset adverse reactions occurred ~n 2% or more of the patients: nausea 10 % ), headache (7 % ), tliainess (4 % ),
nervousness (4%),fatigue (4%1, insomnia (3%), vomiting (3%),anxiety (2%Sand somnolence (2%).

Depression (5-7 / ), suicidal ideation (2/),and attempted swcide (<j Io) have been ~eportetl in individuals on
neVrn, placebo and in concurrent control growps undergoing treatment for alcoholism. Although nocausal relation-
ship with acv~a is suspected, physicians should be aware that treatment with aevu does not reduce the risk of sui-
cide inthese patients (see PRECAUTIONS).
Narcotic Addiction:

The fallowing adverse reactions have been reported both at baseline and during the aeV~a clinical trials in narcotic
addiction at an incidence rate of mope than 10%:

Difficulty sleeping, anxiety, nervousness, abdominal paiNcramps, nausea andlor vomiting, low energy, joint and
muscle pain, and headache.

The incidence was less than 10 %tor:
Loss of appetite, diarrhea, constipanon, increased thirst, increased energy, feeling dawn, irritability, diainess, skin

rash, daleyed ejaculation, decreased potency, and chills.
The following events occurred in less than 1 % of subjects:

Respiratory: nasal congestion, itching, rhinorrhea, sneezing, sore throat, excess mucus or phlegm, sinus trouble,
heavy breathing, hoarseness, cough, shortness of breath.
Cardiovascular. nosebleeds, phlebitis, edema, increased blood pressure, non•speciilc ECG changes, palpitations,
tachycardia.
Gastrointestinal: excessive gas, hemorrhoids, diarrhea, ulcer.
Musculoskeletal: painful shoulders, legs or knees; tremors, hvitching.
Genitourinary: increased frequency oi, or discomfort during, urination; increased or decreased sexual interest.
Dermatologic: oily swn, pruritus, acne, athlete's foot, cold sores, alopecia.
PsychiaMc: depression, paranoia, fatigue, restlessness, confusion, disorientation, hallucinations, nightmares, bad dreams.
Special sensereyes—blurred, burning, light sensitive, swollen, aching, strained; ears—"clogged", aching, tinnilus.
General: increased appetite, weight loss, weight $ain, awning, somnolence, fever, dry mouth, head "pounding",

~ession, suicide, attempted suicide and suicidal ideation have been reported in
with aevw used in the treatment of narcotic dependence. No causal relation;

e reaction reports, have not shown consistent patterns of abnormalities that can be
aeuw.
enic purpura was reported In one patient who may have been sensitized to rseVw in a
.c with aeV~n. The condition cleared without sequelae afterdlscontinuation of aevu and

IF THERE IS ANY QUESTION OF OCCULT OPIOID DEPENDENCE, PERFORM A NARCAN CHALLENGE TESTAND DO
NOT INITIATE ~u:Vu THERAPY UNTIL THE NARCAN CHALLENGE IS NEGATIVE.
Treatment of Alcoholism

A dose a(50 mg once dairy is recommended for most patients (see Individualization of Dosage in full Prescribing
Information .

a~:Va s~ould be considered as only one of manytactors determining the success of treatment of alcoholism.
factors associated with a good outcome In the clinical trials with aeV,n were the type, intensity, and duration of
treatment; appropriate management of comorbid conditions; use of communiry•based support groups; and good
medication compliance. To achieve the best possible treatment outcome, appropriate compliance-enhancing
techniques should be implemented for all components of the treatment program, especially medication compliance.

Treatment of Narcotic Dependence:

Initiate irea~menl with neV~n using the tollowinp guidelines:
1. Treatment should not be attempted unless the patient has remained opioid-free forat least 7.10 days. Self-reporting
of abstinence from opioids in narcotic addicts should be verified by analysis of the patient's urine for absence of
opioitls. The patient should not be manifesting withdrawal signs or reporting withdrawal symptoms.
2. If there is any question of occult opioid dependence, perform a NARCAN challenge test. If signs of optold withdrawal
are still observed following NARCAN challenge, treatment with xeVu should not be attempted. The NARCAN
challenge can be repBated in 24 hours.
3. Treatment should be initiated carefully, with an initial dose of 25 mg of aeu~n. If no withdrawal signs occur, the
patient may be sizrtetl on 50 mg a dory thereafter.

NARCAN Challenge Test: The NARCAN challenge test should not be performed in a patient showing clinical signs or
symptoms of opioid withdrawal, ar in a patient whose urine contains opioids.

DuPontPharma
Wilmington, Delaware 19880

NARCAN° is a Registered U.S. Trademark of The DuPont Merck Pharmaceutical Co.
aiaVin^ is a Trademark of The DuPont Merck Pharmaceutical Co.

Made and Printed in U.S.A. 6389-1/Rev. Jan.,1995
Far complete Prescribing Information, consult package insect.
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Case Mara ement in HMOsg
"Ultimately, the question facing the US behavioral health care industry is hoau to – "

marshal its great strengths to develop neav services and neau forms of systems management

that will help to create and succeed in neau market opportunities. "1

David R. Selden, ACSW, LICSW

r fes-Ask a behavioral health oP
sional to describe a "case manager"
and you may hear the following:
■ a hospital clinician assigned to

high-cost cases who facilitates dis-
charge planning through benefit ex-
tensions;

■ anon-professional staff mem-

ber of a utilization review firm re-

viewingcases according to written

protocols and authorizing or deny-

ing benefits to cases according to

these rotocols;P
■ a clinician advocating a client's

referral to other specialists; or,
■ a paraprofessional working with

psychiatrically disabled patients.
While each of these descriptions

is correct, their inconsistency illus-
trates apressing need in the health
care field: As we move away from the
current fragmented system of ser-
vicestoward an integrated system of
care, methods to support integration

will become increasingly vital.

IBM's recent contract for an in-

tegrated employee assistance and
managed behavioral care program is

a case in point. IBM and other health

care payers seek improved integra-

tion of services. This progression is

important not only for patients, but

for the behavioral care field as well.
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Although some integration needs
can be met electronically, ahuman
element remains important for full
integration of health care services—
case management.

Case management lies at the foun-

dation of the managed care move-
ment, and nowhere is managed care
more critical to the functioning of a
health care entit than within av
health maintenance organization

(HMO) .

The Need for Case Management
Looking at the needs. and services of

the current health care system, the

HMO model is the ultimate source

of integration. HMOs can take re-
sponsibilityfor apopulation's health

care needs and integrate funding, ad-
ministration, management, and ser-

vice delivery for both medical and
behavioral care.

Yet behavioral health services in

some HMOs have been "primitive

and low-quality" to the detriment of

EAP professionals.Z Often the first

point of contact for employees seek-

ing behavioral care, EAPs rely on

rapid access to intensive services—

access not always forthcoming in
HMO plans. EAP professionals have
also been frustrated in their efforts
to work with HMOs upon an
employee's return to work following
treatment. Such problems speak to
the need for improved behavioral

health services in the HMO and the
vital role case management plays in
this effort.
HMOs first managed care through

benefit limits. A typical behavioral
health benefit provided 20 outpa-
tientvisits and 30 inpatient days per

enrollee annually. Case management

wasn't necessary as care beyond the
benefit limits was not covered by the
HMO.
Soon after, specialized carve-out

networks and gatekeepers arrived,
proving the efficacy of more gener-

ous benefits. Many of these carve-

out plans offer extensive networks

with no benefits limits. Services are

closely monitored and managed by
gatekeepers and a carefully selected
network supported by electronic
technology.

With these developments, HMOs
need to compete against these sys-
tems and find case management a
necessity in the management of more
generous benefits. Case management
is evolving as the core resource for
coordinating care and managing
benefits to minimize an HMO's fi-
nancial risk and as a component of
prevention activities.
To fulfill the developing responsi-

bilities of the modern health care

system, the roles, tasks, and processes

of case management must be clearly

defined.
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The "New" Model of Case Man-
agement
A modern case management pro-
gram in a managed care system
should include the following respon-
sibilities and activities.3
■ Planning: All considerations
should aim to return the patient to
an optimal level of functioning as
soon as possible using the least re-
strictive treatment alternative. Such
planning should be proactive and use
clinically appropriate crite-
ria/guidelines that match
clinical presentation with
the level of care and inten-
siry of service.
■Linkage: Patients should
also be linked with appro-
priate resources, including
those outside the behav-
ioral health and medical
plan systems (cardiologists,
Ob-Gyn, self-help groups,
legal resources). "During the course
of the intervention [in the modern
behavioral health care system],
which might involve several differ-
ent treaters or treatment sites, the
case manager can bridge and inte-
grate both the treatment options at
a given level of care (horizontal in-
tegration) [or of intensity of service]
and the various tiers or levels of care
(vertical integration) . "4
■ Monitoring: Patients and signifi-
cantothers should be tracked as they
move through the health care sys-
tem with emphasis on the patient's
compliance with the individualized
service/treatment plan.
■ Advocacy: All attempts should be
made to ensure that patients receive
a necessary service and that appro-
priate patient resources are devel-
oped should they not already exist.
■Support: Case management should
provide the patient and family with
a consistent link to the system oth-
erwise unavailable from other pro-
fessionals in the system (primary care

physician or therapist, for instance).
Educational support to the patient
and family is vital in enlisting the co-
operation of consumers.
■ Outreach: Once it is determined
that a patient needs case manage-
ment, outreach activities should as-
sertively connect him/her with the
necessary services. This may include
home visits or meetings with the pa-
tient and another practitioner in-
volved in his/her care.

access care through an emergency
room. By arranging these services,
the case manager will likely maintain
her health more efficiently than
through the use of emergency rooms.
■ A screening tool, ideally as part of
the electronic information system
linking the entire health care system,
to act as the guide for criteria-based
assessment. The tool would be inte-
gratedwith the plan's general assess-
ment tool that will guide level of

care/intensity of service
decisions. This informa-
tion will also provide data
for outcome studies guid-
ing Total Quality Manage-
ment and report card ef-
forts. The component of
the screening tool that ad-
dresses case management
will guide the decision to
provide case management
services to an individual

patient and, if these services are
needed, at what level they are to be
provided. Examples of criteria may
be:

■history of behavioral health
hospitalizations;

■current level of functioning be-
low ̀ x' level on the Global Assess-
ment Scale (DSM-IIIR); or,
■ support system inadequate to

return to previous level of function-
ing.
■ Case managers must have au-

thority within the health care system
to perform linkage and advocacy ac-
tivities with administration's com-
plete support. To achieve this, the
case management program should
report directly to the plan's medical
director to ensure proper administra-
tive positioning and support the
clinical approach.
■ Integration of medical and behav-
ioral health services has become in-
creasingly important as we
reengineer our health care delivery
system, and HMOs have great po-
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Program Structure
These six responsibilities should
guide the following components of
an HMO behavioral case manage-
ment system.
■ Criteria to guide the intensity of
case management services provided.
Intensity of services would ideally
range from no case management ser-
vices needed to monitoring patient
progress and the need for more in-
tensive services to intensive case
management activities such as out-
reach into the home, advocacy for
services that are not readily avail-
able, or intensive evaluation and
treatment planning.
■Individualized case management ser-
vices to meet the unique needs of
each subscriber. This includes crite-
ria-driven flexibility in the level and
intensity of service and non-medical
patient support service. For example,
a case manager arranging transpor-
tation and childcare assistance for a
single mother who might normally
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tential to achieve this. One solution

would be to have a case management

team—a multi-disciplinary group of

medical and behavioral health pro-

fessionals—managing behavioral

health cases and providing consul-

~~. tation to medical case managers on

the team. Integration must be exter-

nal as well as internal. Coordination

of care with an EAP is crucial in the

~ initiation of services and facilitation

of return to work. "All service man-
agement functions, e.g., utilization
review, triage, and case manage-
ment, must be integrated into a
single, prospective and concurrent
comprehensive case management
system. All cases must be managed,

if possible, prior to the inception of

treatment. The case management

process must apply to inpatient and

outpatient care and be supported by

a high-tech claims review system."5

■Clarification of the differences be-
i tween utilization review and case

management is vital to the success

of a case management program. Uti-

lization review is more closely con-

nected to the administrative side of

the health plan. It measures service

performance according to estab-

lished guidelines and attempts to

maintain services according to estab-

lished goals. Case management is a

more proactive process connected to

the clinical side of the health plan.

Although there are some areas for

potential overlap, it is important that

the two functions remain separate.

■Outcomes research into the efficacy
of case management is necessary to

ensure appropriate benefit reim-

°' bursement and overall quality of care

in the provision of behavioral health
services. While it is intuitively clear

r that case management is vital to an

integrated delivery system, cost ben-

efit and clinical outcomes data must

support this belief. Managing care

through restrictive benefit structures

EAP Digest May/June 1995

is not as effective as managing care
according to clinical criteria and
clinical need. "Increases in certain

mandated benefits do not, them-
selves, cause increases in utilization
and costs if these mandated benefits
are offered only in the context of a
highly managed care setting."6 A re-
cent example is the State of

Arkansas's high return on invest-

ment-16 to 1—compared to a na-

tional managed care company's cor-

porate national average of 6 to 1 for

case management. This has been at-

tributed in part to the use of on-site

case management, early identifica-

tion of potential case management

cases, and a team approach. Ben-

efits managers and health care pur-

chasers need data like this to sup-

port the financing of case manage-

ment programs.
■There must also be a process for

developing and integrating case
management into the modern man-

aged care system. "The challenge in

case management is to introduce

processes of medical management

that can be accepted and integrated

with the practices of multiple [clini-

cians],each with their own practice

style and concerns."8 Clinicians have

long struggled with the idea of care

being managed by someone other

than the direct caregiver, and the use

of nonprofessional or inadequately

experienced and trained case man-

agers by some firms has interfered

with the acceptance of case manage-

ment. Adevelopment and integra-

tion process must include sufficient

forums for exchange between admin-

istrators and clinicians, a commit-

ment to clinician input into the

structure of the case management
program, and a commitment from
health plan administrators to suffi-
cientlystaff and support the program.
A concurrent challenge is the on-

going involvement and support of
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consumers themselves. "Patients
need to know, for example, the ra-
tionale for the level and type of care
being prescribed, what they can ex-
pect from a particular form of treat-
ment, and what will be expected of
them." Common myths about be-
havioralcare—thatpsychiatrists pro-
vide the best care, for example—must
also be dispelled. "Many people are
surprised to Team that for nonorganic
and life-cycle problems the preferred
clinician may be" anon-MD profes-
sional.9 Asstated, educating patients
and family members is a core func-
tion of case management.

Conclusion
Saul Feldman, founder of one of the
nation's leading managed behavioral
health care companies, noted the

need for "checks and balances" and
"creative tension" in behavioral
health care systems as we move from
fee-for-service (`more is better') to
managed care. Very often, some form
of case management has been the
method by which to integrate clini-
cal and cost considerations in an
entity more objective than the tre~t-
ing clinician. This has resulted in
"creative tension" that in the best of
circumstances has resulted in opti-
mal care at lowest cost but in other
circumstances has resulted in less
than appropriate care and litigation
from providers and consumers. The
tension associated with the use of
case management as a utilization
management function should dissi-
pate as we move toward capitated
systems. Ultimately, these systems

will "integrate services under a single
agency and provide patients with a
case manager to guide them ... fa-
cilitating appropriate and cost-effec-
tive care."10 These systems will fo-
cus on maintaining optimum health
care for a given population, rather
than rationing services for the sick.
The EAP must be included in this

system in order to achieve true inte-
gration within the family, commu-
nity, and work settings. The re-
sources and technology exist to cre-
ate these systems now. ■

See page 45 for a list of references.
David R. Selden, ACSW LICSW is se-
niorconsultant, mental health and substance
abuse, for the John Hancock Mutual Life In-

surance Company, Boston, Mass.

History of Case Management

The short history of case manage-
ment explains some of the difficulty
in accurately defining it.

~~ Because managed care was
first viewed as a way to lower medi-
cal costs, case management was
used for "catastrophic" medical
cases—cases that exceeded a cer-
taindollar amount in health plans with
high or no benefit limits. Case man-
agers, usually nurses, developed
treatment plans that minimized plan
expenses while providing sound
medical care to patients. The focus
was on the "case management of
complex patients whose care is ex-
pensive and who may benefit from
the waiver of customary coverage
limits."' This form of case manage-
ment included early identification of
potentially costly, complex cases and
early intervention to provide the best
available resources, direct consulta-
tion with the attending team, and as-
sistance in treatment planning. Case

managers could also waive specific ser-
vice restrictions, further reducing mor-
bidity and overall costs.
~~ As the clinical approach also

proved to becost-effective, medical case
management developed further. Physi-
cians and nurses worked together,
sometimes more proactively than in the
straight financial approach, to develop
individual treatment plans for medical
cases. As alternative treatments such as
home care and day surgery became
more widely accepted, the need for case
managers to access and monitor appro-
priateness of services also increased.
Clinical criteria began to drive case man-
agement services.

~~ When managed care trained its
sights on behavioral care, initial case
management efforts included both the
financial and medical approach. Utiliza-
tion review (monitoring service use) was
often confused with case management
as efforts ensured to control the rising
cost of behavioral health services.Athird

influence emerged as behavioral
health case management in man-
agedcare also moved to a more clini-
cal approach. Case management for
mental health services had been de-
veloping inthe public sector for many
years. Although focused on the needs
of the chronically mentally ill, the
National Institute of Mental Health
(NIMH) stipulated the need for "a
single person. or team who could help
[the patient] negotiate the ever-ex-
panding system of services."2 This
need is present also in our currently
fragmented private care system. Un-
derthe auspices of community men-
tal health centers and NIMH's Com-
munitySupport Programs, case man-
agementhas been refined into a com-
prehensive, proactive service that
can be the cornerstone of a modern,
integrated health system.

—David R. Selden, ACSW, LICSW
(See page 45 for a list of references.)
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Personal Accounts in EAP Work

The Dilemma
of Making
Referrals

Clinical Judgment, ~'
Personal Bias, and Pragmatic Reality

By Fran Deats, MS CEAP

employee assistance program

(EAP) professionals, we pride our-

selves onour ability to accomplish sev-
eral goals with clients in a very brief
time. EAP professionals create a con-
nection, make an assessment, suggest
an appropriate therapist or community
resource, and motivate the client to
follow through with the referral.

Within that context lies an intan-
gible but critical aspect of EAP work:
the process of how EAP professionals
choose a specific referral. Just how are
these judgment calls made? Are they
based on a rational list of professional
qualities or some ̀gut feeling'? We all
carry biases and prejudices. How do
these biases enter the decision-mak-
ingprocess? What hidden assumptions
do we make about our clients? How
do we make the transition to therapy
as comfortable and non-threatening as
possible?
EAP professionals regard them-

selves asexperts inmaking a "match,"
yet just how does this match-making
work? There maybe no clear answers
or guidelines, but simply raising these
questions and discussing them with
colleagues has increased my awareness
of my own biases and changed my be-
havior as I assess and make a referral.

yam. This article presents
examples from my

~ caseload of quandaries

~ ~ ~'' that I experience, input

o from colleagues, and

r general suggestions for

~, trying to move from

those gut feelings to

more careful, effective refer-
~' rals for clients (to protect con-

fidentialiry, all case examples
cited are composite case stud-
ies).These issues are emotion-
allyand politically charged, and

may provoke responses within the
field.
As I consider making referral

"matches" across such boundaries as
race, ethnicity and gender, as well as
clinical training and expertise, several
underlying issues emerge:

~ What's acceptable to think about?
~ What's acceptable to talk about?
~ How can I increase ~ comfort level
with these issues?
~ How much do I guess a client's bi-
ases?
~ How much do I share the decision-
makingwith the client?
~ When and how do I challenge the
client's comfort level and assumptions?
~ How do I describe referral choices
to include this additional information?

It is first useful to frame the personal
aspects of the referral process within
the context of generally accepted de-
mographic categories.
Gender
Gender has been discussed quite ex-
tensively in the literature and is cer-
tainly an acceptable characteristic to
discuss among ourselves and with cli-
ents. Literature shows that most
women and many men would prefer
to see a woman therapist. I generally
assume female clients prefer female
therapists, but will ask whether they
have a preference. Unless there is an
otherwise specific clinical reason, oth-
erwise, Iwill make referrals based on

preference.
When talking with a man, I ask the

same question, yet at times I may de-

cide that it would be clinically helpful
for a man to see a male therapist. For
example: A Latino man was referred
by his supervisor following a complaint
of sexual harassment. The client be-
lieved he was simply friendly and was
stunned and upset by the charge. He
acknowledged several issues in other
relationships, however and agreed that
counseling might be helpful. He then
indicated that he relates better to
women and requested a female thera-
pist. Irecommended he work with a
man in order to think through and
practice new ways of relating to women
and referred him to two therapists, one
white and one Latino. We also agreed
to meet and discuss the specific work-
related issues that led to the supervi-
sor referral.
Sexual Orientation
When part of the assessment focuses
on the client's identity as a gay manor
lesbian, I ask the client whether it is
important to see a gay therapist. I am

more likely to refer the client to a gay

therapist if the issue is one of sexual

identity. If the issue involves a current

relationship, I am likely to consider
both gay and straight referrals. Either
way, I will openly discuss it with the
client as I do whenever I am joining
with a known aspect of the client (i.e.,
race, gender, etc.).

If the client is straight and I'm think-
ing of referrals, how does the fact that
a therapist is gay/lesbian enter my de-
cision-making? Do I guess about the
client's biases? Do I decide it shouldn t
matter and disregard it? Do I ask?
Some therapists are "out" as lesbian/
gay therapists and some are not, but it
may be information I have.

Example: A white administrator in
his 30s presented with issues of chronic
alcohol problems, self-esteem, and
concerns about sexual orientation. He
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requested a referral for help about
sexual identity, but was resistant to
considering alcohol counseling or Al-
coholics Anonymous (AA) . Despite
his angst, it seemed important not to
avoid the drinking. I strongly encour-
aged atherapist who works well with
issues of sexual orientation, but is pri-
marily asubstance abuse counselor. Is
this minimizing a central issue for him?
What is the central issue? Had I es-
tablished enough connection for him
to trust my judgment? Will he follow
through? We contracted to meet two
to three more times to process his re-
sponse as he began treatment.
RaceJEthnicity/Culture
If the client is a person of color, I talk
about race%thnicity during the refer-
ral process. I mention therapists of
color on the referral list and their spe-
cialtiesand ask, "How important is the
race of the therapist to you?" If the cli-
ent is white and I am thinking about
making a referral to a person of color, I
am less clear in how to proceed. I don't
usually mention that a therapist is
white, so why should I mention that
he/she is Latino orAfrican-American?
If I don't think it should be an issue,
why bring it up? But is the EAP
professional's role to educate the cli-
ent, to help increase awareness and re-
duce bias, or to make it as easy as pos-
sible for the client to address specific
issue (s) he/she has identified and wants
to change?

Another dilemma occurs when I dif-
fer from clients regarding the impor-
tance of ethnicity in choosing a refer-
ral, or when I ask clients to cross a ra-
cial/ethnic boundary as part of the re-
ferral process. Example: A white
couple with anAfrican-American son
thought it critical that their son see an
African-American male therapist. The
only African-American therapist on
their PPO list seemed inappropriate for
their son, whom I thought needed a
challenging behavioral male therapist.

I explained my reasoning, described the
African-American man and two other
therapists, one white and one Latino,
and suggested they share this informa-
tion with their son and let him make a
decision. They decided that race was
the most important characteristic and
made an appointment with the Afri-
can-American man.

Another example: A Cambodian
man was referred by his supervisor. He
had been in the U.S. for seven years
and was married with three children.
He was depressed, barely functional at
work, very withdrawn, and frequently
absent. Alcohol was a problem, but it
was unclear as to the extent. He spoke
limited English, but we could commu-
nicate. He was compliant and passive.
It was clear that talking with a white
woman was humiliating, that my ques-
tions felt intrusive, and that seeking
counseling or medication at a mental
health clinic was culturally unaccept-
able. Yet he was his family's sole sup-
porter and at risk of losing his job.
What are my responsibilities to him,
to the workplace? Are there informal
resources that might be acceptable and
helpful? Do I try to make him fit into
our cultural pattern in order to keep a
job he feels is demeaning? What might
be most helpful and effective for him?
I spoke to a Khmer counselor in the
community who agreed to reach out
informally to the family. I also offered
to meet with the client and supervisor
to negotiate baseline work expecta-
tions.

G11SS

A client's socioeconomic class and
educational level can influence my
thinking about referrals, often with
little awareness on my part. The mark-
ers may be more subtle and certainly
less "politically correct" to discuss
openly.
A client was a custodian, sloppily

dressed and with a fairly limited vo-
cabulary. She was referred by her su-

pervisor regarding substance abuse
problems. My intuition was to refer her
to a chemical dependency counselor
who dresses very informally and is from
a working class background. Another
excellent alcohol counselor is always
smartly dressed, has a more formal
style, etc. Will the client feel more
comfortable and understood by the
first counselor? Will she think she is
getting more professional treatment
from the second? I added a descrip-
tion of both therapists and recom-
mended both.

Another client, a distinguished fac-
ulty member in early recovery, was
hooked into AA and ready to look at
issues that had emerged in his marriage
as he progressed in recovery. I knew
this person was highly respected and
well-connected. I agonized over find-
ing the right therapist. What was go-
ing on for me? He seas sophisticated
on mental health issues, highly verbal,
and clear about his needs. But was I
giving him special treatment? Is it more
important to find just the right person
for him than for any other client? Do
our biases allow us to do good work,
or are they discriminatory? Forme, be-
coming aware of this difference and
sharing my behavior with a colleague
was helpful in letting go of my preoc-
cupation.

In my experience, a therapist's age
comes up most often with women cli-
ents. They may ask for a therapist who
has some life experience, children, is
at least 40, etc. If a client asks whether
a therapist has children, I usually feign
ignorance, even if I know.
An example was an administrator

in her 40s. She had been in therapy
before and was very clear in her re-
quest—she wanted a nurturing, inter-
active, analytic woman who was at
least 50 years old. On her health plan
coverage list, the only "older" woman
was someone whom I thought would
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be a poor match. So I referred her to
two women in their 40s whom I
thought were excellent and who would
fit her other qualifications, and I didn't
mention the older therapist at all. In
retrospect, describing all three thera-
pistsand letting her choose would have
been a more respectful, collaborative
approach.

Physical Attributes

What about weight, physical handi-
caps, or other ̀ appearance character-

istics'? Mybias has been evident most
often around weight. If eating is an is-
sue for the client, will client percep-
tions of obesity or thinness get in the
way of being honest and sharing im-
portant issues?

A client presented a list of thera-
pists whom her friends had recom-
mended. Her issues included marital
problems, depression, and a beginning
acknowledgement ofanorexia. The list
included a female therapist who was
obese. My inclination was to not sug-
gest this woman as there were other,
well-qualified therapists on her list.
Were I to do it over again, I would sim-

ply include a physical description in my

discussion of available therapists.
ReligioNSpirituality
Some clients ask for a therapist of a
particular denomination, and the pre-
senting problem may well have a reli-
gious or spiritual component. I may

suggest a nun who is a trained thera-
pist, aminister who does couples coun-
seling, or a substance abuse counselor
who is helpful in interpreting the 12
Steps in a way that makes sense to
someone with negative experiences

around organized religion. It is harder
forme if a client is looking fora thera-
pist whom I don't think would be the
most helpful. How much do I try to
push the client into my own world
view, my sense of spirituality, my sense
of appropriate boundaries in therapeu-
tic work?

For example: A professional white
woman in her 50s was referred by her
supervisor. She was working with a
"new age" therapist and finding it very
helpful, but becoming more uncom-
fortable and less functional at work. I
avoided evaluating the therapist's

helpfulness and instead focused on her
declining job performance and the
possible repercussions of these choices.
At follow-up, she said my neutral, non-
judgmentalapproach to her "different"
therapy allowed her to be less defen-
sive and to focus on her dilemma of
trying to exist in two contradictory
worlds.
The suggestions below may seem

deceptively simple, but can lead to dra-
maticchanges ininteractions with cli-
ents. As I practice being more aware
and direct with clients, my experience
has been positive. Clients like being
treated with respect and as colleagues
in the process, especially at a time
when they feel overwhelmed and vul-
nerable. This process models encour-
aging individuals to take responsibil-
ity for their own decisions, health, or
recovery, with the EAP counselor as
both a supportive and challenging part-
ner in the referral process. ■

Fran Deats, MS, CEAP u director of the EAP
for the University of Massachusetts in Amherst,
Amherst College and Hampshire College.

Toward a More Effective Referral immerse yourself in the new these characteristics, teat we
language of our current culture. all have prejudices.

The following suggestions are gender? Learn the vocabulary of differ- Suggest ~~nore than one thera-
desi ned to rovoke uestion-9 p a ■ Do you explore these as- ent racial, ethnic, and cultural gist and give the client a
ing, encourage new perhaps sumptiorrs? How? groups. Practice using their choice.
uncomfortable behaviors, and
increaseanEAP rofessional's

■Are there com etent thera-p
language and being comfort-

Describe each therapist's

ability to make an effective
Pists you do not use? Why?

eats eel more clomfort blepw th
strengths, style, special train-

"match"between client and re- ■What kinds of words do you you ing, and provide descriptive in-

ferral source. use when describing a referral
source? Talk to therapists. Ask how

formation.

"AsBe aware. Notice in the next they describe themselves to
Ask the client, I describe

weeks and months the charac- ■What demographic charac- clients. Some clinics provide
these therapists, which one

teristics of gender, sexual ori- teristics enter into your think- written descriptions of each feels the most comfortable and

entation, race/ethnicity/culture, ing as you make a referral? therapist, which can be shared
helpful to you?"

etc., and how they influence Inform yourself at a clinical with clients.Ask therapists how Give clear, specific reasons
your referral decision. and experiential level about is- they approach race, class, gen- if you disagree with the client

■ What assumptions do you sues of race, class, gender, der, etc., with fiheir clients. Do about the most appropriate re-

make about clients and thera- etc., by participating in work- they discuss it in session? source. Sometimes it is impor-

pists? shops, conversations with di- practice being direct and tant not to base a referral on

■What are these assumptions verse therapists, and reading open; model for clients that it's the client's comfort.

based on—race, class, age,
etc. normal to have feelings about —Fran Deats, MS, CEAP
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TerryAnn Markus, LSW CEAP

Case management is standard
practice in employee assistance pro-
gram (EAP) work. Whether moni-
toring an employee by phone or
through consultation with the em-
ployee or his/her supervisor, such
case management can last a year
or more. Such long-term case mdn-
agement is critical for do employee
population with special needs—
employees with bipolar illness. The
folloauing information will assist
EAP professionals in helping em-
ployees and employers alike in cop-
ingwith this cyclical mental illness.

About Bipolar Disorder
Also known as manic-depression,
bipolar disorder affects nearly 3 mil-
lion Americans 19 years of age and
older.l When their illness is under
control, bipolar clients function
quite normally. William Blake, Lord
Byron, Virginia Wolf, Oliver
Cromwell, and Winston Churchill
were believed to be bipolar, and per-

Mana ementg
the Bi olar Workerp
haps the most famous and outspo-
ken manic-depressed person, Patty
Duke, continues to work despite her
illness.z

Manic-depression, which affects
men and women equally, is marked
by mood swings into either mania or
depression.3 Described as a "natural
high," the manic state is character-
ized by exaggerated self-esteem and
heightened confidence and well-be-
ing. Manic employees may believe
they possess limitless physical and
mental energy, and they often sleep
and eat little, which may increase
their irritability. Manic employees
may exhibit pressured speech, talk-
ingrapidly without pausing, and they
may have difficulty listening and
speaking as their minds race from
one idea to the next.

Depressive individuals are almost
the. opposite. They lack energy, self-
confidence, and initiative, and their
decreased mental agility may impair
their memory (known as pseudo-
dementia) . Their speech may be
slow, if they speak at all, and they
may have trouble making even trivial
decisions. The depressed person may
have difficulty sleeping and wake
feeling anxious. They often have re-
ducedinterest ineating or any other
pleasurable activity. The depressed
employee needs to be pushed to do
anything and will often go on dis-
ability throughout the depressive
episode, which can last up to three
months.4
Many manic-depressive clients

are also polysubstance abusers,
which poses a problem during assess-
ment. To control the symptoms of

depression or mania, the bipolar em-
ployee may use a variety of drugs—
barbiturates, cocaine, crack, heroin,
and alcohol—to bring down the high
of the mania or bring up the low of
the depression. One manic-depres-
siveclient said drinking a case of beer
took "the edge off" his mania. Alco-
hol would help his thoughts slow
down, but not impair his sense of self-
confidence, which his medications
often did. When his depressive
symptoms appeared, he used cocaine
to "get my mind more focused" and
to give him the energy to get out of
bed and go to work.5
EAP professionals must be alert to

the possibility of misdiagnosing men-
tallyill people who abuse substances.
To avoid this, the assessment should
include a thorough social history,
paying particular attention to the age

of the onset of substance abuse and
the mental illness, any family or cli-
enthistory ofsubstance abuse or psy-
chiatric treatment, and the client's
past and present use of alcohol or
other drugs. The assessment should
also identify the role substance abuse
"plays in the cause, effect, or exacer-
bation of the client's difficulties [to
ensure] effective treatment plan-
ning. "6

Left untreated, manic-depression
can have a devastating impact on in-
dividualsand their loved ones. While
in the manic state, people with bi-
polardisorder are often the life of the
party: A woman told how she stayed
out "on the town" with friends for
days with little or no sleep—and still
showed up for work each day. They
may also be impulsive: One man

married a woman whom he had
known only one week.? Others in the
manic state have gone on shopping

sprees, charging thousands of dollars
for items they didn't need or just gave
away. This may cause huge rifts in
relationships or lead the employee to
seek illegal ways to pay bills.
At work, manic employees may

become disruptive. Columbia Uni-
versity researchers tell of a 25-year-
olddancer in aBroadway show: "He
began to come home at the end of
rehearsal making disparaging re-
marks about the sessions and the di-
rector. Aweek later a fellow per-
former called the dancer's wife to
complain that her husband had been
trying to take over the rehearsals,
giving unsolicited advice to the di-
rector and the other performers... .
[L] ater he began shouting obsceni-
ties at other performers and was
ejected from the theater."8
On the other hand, depressed em-

ployees may become so withdrawn
and isolated, their loved ones may
leave out of desperation. One man
in the depressive state said he was
unable to seek pleasure due to a
strong suicidal urge and a constant
sense of "impending doom." Unable
to understand his illness, his wife felt
he was avoiding her and withdraw-
ing into "his own little world."9 The
depressed employee may show up
late for work, appear lethargic, and

may sit and stare into space, causing

a different type of disruption in the
workplace.
EAP professionals must under-

stand that these behaviors are symp-
toms of bipolar illness, not charac-
ter traits of the affected employee.
These employees may need help in
mending any torn work or family re-,
lationships due to the illness, which
can be accomplished by educating
supervisors, co-workers, and the
family about bipolar disorder while

providing supportive counseling to
the employee.

Treatment for Bipolar Disorder
Sixty percent to 70% of all manic-
depressedpeople are on medications
while the other 30% to 40% receive
electric convulsive treatment.10 If
treated, manic episodes typically re-
curevery nine years while depressed
episodes recur every four years. Left

untreated, a typical bipolar client
may experience a manic episode ev-
ery 14 months and a depressive epi-

sode every 1? months with periods

of normal moods shifting between

manic and depressive states."

Lithium is the primary treatment
for manic-depression. Many long-
time sufferers of bipolar illness lead
normal, productive lives while on
lithium. Yet taking medication for a
mental illness frightens many people.
EAP professionals must be knowl-
edgeable as to the benefits and risks
of treatment and its maintenance in
order to help the employee and his/
her family reach a decision regard-
ing the appropriateness of lithium
treatment.

Lithium is a metallic element

found in small amounts in plant,
animal, and human tissue. In drug
form, it is taken as one of its salts—
lithium carbonate or lithium cit-
rate. ̀Z Lithium removes the manic
symptoms without sedating the cli-

ent and is effective in preventing
manic and depressive episodes from
recurring.

Lithium does not inhibit an
employee's job performance. Re-
search has shown that "before
lithium, bipolar illness caused a loss
in work productivity equaling about
$152 million per year. Lithium has
decreased this yearly loss to about
$40 million."13

Lithium's side effects may include
muscle weakness, fatigue, nausea,
weight gain, tremor of the hands, or
diarrhea. These side effects may dis-
appear in one to four weeks or be
alleviated by other medications. The
bipolar employee may question the
need for frequent blood samples
while on lithium. Blood samples are
required because each person elimi-
nates lithium differently, and
changes in diet and exercise can al-
ter lithium levels in the blood. Fail-
ure to adjust medication levels to
keep the lithium concentrate at
therapeutic levels may lead to
lithium poisoning or relapse.

Lithium only works if taken as pre-
scribed. Because it inhibits the symp-
toms of bipolar illness, individuals
may believe they are cured and stop
taking it, much like an alcoholic who
drops out of Alcoholics Anonymous
after months of sobriety. Also, manic
clients may miss the heightened self-
confidence of mania and stop tak-
inglithium to recapture that feeling.
All professionals working with bipo-
lar employees should stress the im-
portance of continued medical care
to avoid relapse.

Issues for EAP Professionals
Bipolar employees may present to the

EAP via a supervisory or self referral

or through a family member seeking

help in dealing with the manic-de-
pressive symptoms. In the depressed
state, the employee may wait to seek
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YOU TAKE
YOUR J0~
SERIOUSLY.

And well you should. As an occupational health nurse,
you are responsible for the health and welfare of many
employees who are dependent upon you for urgent and
preventive healthcare.

S 0 DOES OSHA, in an effort to rotect at-risk em to ees, mandatesP P Y

OSHA. compliance with the OSHA Bloodborne Pathogens Standard.
The Standard states that you must offer vaccination with
hepatitis B vaccine to these employees.

AND SO since 1988, SmithKline Beecham has roduced En erix-B.P g

DO WE. Using recombinant technology, the antigen in Engerix-B is
expressed in yeast cells, not derived from blood or blood by-
products; therefore, there is no risk of acquiring hepatitis B
or HIV infection from our vaccine. With more than 52 million
doses distributed in more than 111 countries, the Engerix-B
record of safety and efficacy is one in which we take great
pride.

Protecting your employees is important to you, to OSHA and to
us at SmithKline Beecham. We want to help you comply with
the OSHA Bloodborne Pathogens Standard. In an effort to sup-
port you, we'll provide you with the information you'll need to
initiate a program within your workplace.

Because you take your job seriously, call us at
1-800-546-HEPB for more information.
Most commonly seen adverse reactions include soreness, erythema and swelling at the injection site.
As with any biological product, serious adverse reactions may rarely occur.

Please see brief summary of prescribing information.

_ En er~x,Y 20mcg/mLg
Hepatitis B Vaccine ~Recombin~nt~
~~~rot~

Manufactured by
SmithKline Beecham Biologicals
Rixensart, Belgium

Distributed by
SmithKline Beecham Pharmaceuticals
Philadelphia, PA 19101

Engerix-B is a registered trademark of
SmithlSline Beecham.
OO SmithKline Beecham, 1995

Engerix-B°
Hepatitis B Vaccine (Recombinant)

See complete prescribing information in SmithKline
Beecham Pharmaceuticals literature or POR. The following
Is a brief summary.
INDICATIONS AND USAGE: Engerix-8 is indicated for immu-
nization against infection caused by all known subtypes of
hepatitis B virus. Immunization is recommended in persons of
all ages, especially those who are, or will be, at increased risk
of exposure to hepatitis B virus.
CONTRAINDICATIONS: Hypersensitivity to yeast or any other
component of the vaccine is a contraindication for use of the
vaccine.
WARNINGS: Do not give additional injections to patients expe-
riencing bypersensitivity after an Engerix-B injection. (See CON-
TRAINDICATIONS.)
Hepatitis B has a long incubation period. Hepatitis B vaccination
may not prevent hepatitis B infection in individuals who had an
unrecognized hepatitis B infection at the time of vaccine admin-
istration. Additionally, it may not prevent infection in individuals
who do not achieve protective antibody titers.
PRECAUTIONS: General: As with any percutaneous vaccine,
keep epinephrine available for use in case of anaphylaxis or
anaphylactoid reaction.
As with any vaccine, delay administration, if possible, in per-
sonswith anq febrile illness or active infection.
Pregnancy: Pregnancy Category C: Animal reproduction stud-
ies have not been conducted with Engerix-B. It is also not
known whether Engerix-B can cause fetal harm when adminis-
tered to a pregnant woman or can affect reproduction capacity.
Give Engerix-8 to a pregnant woman only if clearly needed.
Nursing Mothers: It is not known whether Engerix-B is excret-
ed in human milk. Because many drugs are excreted in human
milk, use caution when giving Engerix-B to a nursing woman.
Pediatric Use: Engerix-B has been shown to be well tolerated
and highly immunogenic in infants and children of all ages.
Newborns also respond well; maternally transferred antibodies
do not interfere with the active immune response to the vaccine.
ADVERSE REACTIONS: Engerix-B is generally well tolerated.
As with any vaccine, however, it is possible that expanded
commercial use of the vaccine could reveal rare adverse reac-
tions.
Ten double-blind studies involving 2,252 subjects showed no
significant difference in the frequency or severity of adverse
experiences between Engerix-B and plasma-derived vaccines.
In 36 clinical studies a total of 13,495 doses of Engerix-B were
administered to 5,071 healthy adults and children who were ini-
tially seronegative for hepatitis B markers, and healthy
neonates. All subjects were monitored for 4 days post-adminis-
tration. Frequency of adverse experiences tended to decrease
with successive doses of Engenx-B. Using a symptom check-
list," the most frequently reported adverse reactions were
injection site soreness (22%), and fatigue' (14%1. Other reac-
tionsare listed below:
Incidence 7% to 109'0 of Injections: Induration; erythema;
swelling; fever (>37.5°C); headache"; dizziness.'
Incidence <t% of Injections: Pain; pruritus; ecchymosis;
sweating; malaise; chills; weakness; flushing; tingling; hypoten-
sion; influenza-like symptoms. upper respiratory tract illnesses;
nausea; anorexia; abdominal pain/cramps; vomiting; constipa-
tion; diarrhea; lymphadenopathy; pain/stiffness in arm, shoulder
or neck; arthralgia; myalgia; back pain; rash; urticaria; petechiae;
erythema; somnolence; insomnia; irritability; agitation.
Additional adverse experiences have been reported with the
commercial use of Engerix-B. Those listed below are to serve
as alerting information to physicians: Anaphylaxis; erythema
multiforme including Stevens-Johnson syndrome; angioedema;
arthritis; tachycardia/palpitations; bronchospasm including asth-
ma-like symptoms; abnormal liver function tests; dyspepsia;
migraine; syncope; paresis; neuropathy including hypoesthesia,
paresthesia, Guillain-Barry syndrome and Bell s palsy; trans-
verse myelitis; optic neuritis; multiple sclerosis; thrombo-
cytopenia; eczema; purpura; herpes zoster; erythema
nodosum; conjunctivitis; keratitis; visual disturbances; vertigo;
tinnitus; earache.
Potential Adverse Experiences: In addition, certain other
adverse experiences not observed with Engerix-B have been
reported with Heptavax-B~t and/or Recombivax HBO.# Those
listed below are to serve as alerting information to physicians:
dysuria.
HOW SUPPLIED: 20 mcg/mL in Single-Dose Vials in packages
of 1 and 25 vials.

NDC 56160-860-01 (package of 1)
NDC 58160-860-t6lpackage of 25)

20 mcg/mL in Single-Dose Prefilled Disposable Syringes.
NDC 58160-661-05 (package of 5)

10 mcg/0.5 mL in Single-Dose Vials in packages of 1 vial.
NDC 56160-859-07 (package of 1)

10 mcg/0.5 mL in Single-Dose Prefilled Disposable Syringes
with 1-inch 23-gauge needles.

NDC 58160-859-05 (package of 5)
10 mcg/0.5 mL in Single-Dose Prefilled Disposable Syringes
with 5/8-inch 25-gauge needles.

NDC 58160-859-06 (package of 5)

"Parent or guardian completed forms for children and neo-
nates. Neonatal checklist did not include headache, fatigue or
dizziness.

tplasma-derived, Hepatitis B Vaccine, MSD.
#yeast<lerived, Hepatitis 8 Vaccine, MSD.

Manufactured by SmithKline Beecham Biologicals,
Rixensart, Belgium
Distributed by SmithKline Beecham Pharmaceuticals,
Philadelphia, PA 19101
BRS-EB:L14A

OO SmithKline Beecham, 1995
Engerix-B~ is a registered trademark of SmithKline Beecham.
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help until he/she is nearly suicidal.
In the manic state, the employee may
rarely seek help, preferring the feel-
ings of mania over depression.14 To
aid both employers and bipolar em-
ployees, EAP professionals must be
able to identify the illness and un-
derstand its treatment.

People with manic-depressive ill-
ness need long-term case manage-
ment. Bipolar disorder is cyclical;
periods of mania or depression will
reappear when the lithium level is
unbalanced, which may occur dur-
ing stressful periods, if other health
problems occur, or if the manic-de-
pressive person gains or loses weight.

Because of the cyclical aspects of the
illness, the most important aspect
regarding case management of the
bipolar employee is knowing the cli-
ent. The EAP professional must
know how the illness manifests itself
in the bipolar employee in order to
monitor the employee's condition
and its effect on job performance.
This information may help to avoid
a full blown manic or depressive state
and reduce the need for hospitaliza-
tion or short-term disability.
The EAP professional should also

act as a link between the bipolar
employee and his/her psychiatrist,
particularly in emergencies. The
EAP professional is often easier to
reach and is more often more avail-
able than a psychiatrist. However,
firm limits must be established be-
tweenthe employee, the psychiatrist,
and the EAP professional. The EAP
professional should take the role of
case coordinator, linking the bipolar
employee with the proper psychia-
tristand, if needed, a job coach. The
employee with the bipolar illness
must be educated as to the roles of
the various professionals involved in
his/her care.

In working with supervisors, EAP
professionals should educate them

on mental illness, particularly with
respect to the Americans with Dis-
abilities Act (ADA). By educating
supervisors on the ADA, EAP pro-
fessionals can help employers avoid
any costly lawsuits because of dis-
crimination. EAP professionals are
best suited to advocate for the bipo-
lar employee and to help employers
comply with the ADA (reviewing job
descriptions and reasonable accom-
modations are both in the realm of
EAP work) .

Employees with bipolar illness of-
ten relapse during periods of great
stress. Working together, the EAP
professional and employee may list
stressful events, much like a recov-
ering person lists "triggers" to help

recognize when he/she is at risk for
relapse. Then, a plan formulating
how to deal with the stress may be
devised. Such a plan may require
that the employee learn relaxation
techniques or call the EAP profes-
sional when feeling particularly
stressed. The plan should also in-
clude what the employee with
manic-depression will say to his/her
supervisor if a relapse requires hos-
pitalization. The EAP professional
can help the bipolar employee ex-
plore the possibility of short-term
disability if hospitalization occurs.

EAP professionals are in the best
position to aid employees with bipo-
lar illness in the workplace and to
help employers comply with the pro-
vision of the ADA in regards to men-
tal illness. However, short-term
counseling is not the answer to help-
ing employees with bipolar illness,
nor will it help employers. Long-term
case management is the most effec-
tive way for professionals to address
the needs of bipolar employees. ■

See page 45 for a list of references.
TerryAnn Markus is executive director of Op-

tions EAP in Princeton, Ill.
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Practical Loss Control Leadership, by

DNV Loss Control Management.

Cost: $65. Contact: International

Loss Control Institute, Inc., 4546
Atlanta Highway, Loganville, GA

30249.2637; 404.466.2208. Text-

book used in college classes includes

19 chapters on the major elements of

a modern safety/loss control program.

Also available through DNV ready-to-

use training modules on 12 subjects,

including Accident/Incident Investi-

gation, Occupational Health, Special

Problem Solutions, and Job Pride De-

velopment. $180 per module.

Understanding the Spiritual Nature o f

Addiction, by Thomas S. Baker,

D.Min., CDC, CEAP. Manisses
Communications Group, 1995.
Softcover monograph, 66 pps. Cost:
$24.95. Contact: Manisses Commu-
nications Group, 205 Governor St.,
Providence, RI 02906; 401-831-

6020. For clergy and laypeople, an

overview of spirituality as it relates to

addiction and its treatment. Nonsec-

tarian in its approach with a quite thor-

ough, literary bibliography.

Capitation Utilization F~ Rate Guide-
book, by St. Anthony Publishing.
Binder, $995. Contact: St. Anthony
Publishing, PO Box 96561, Wash-
ington, DC 20090.6561; 800.632-
0123. Two reports. Periodic Revenue
and Expense Statements covers 22 CA

and other western-based health plans.
Includes physician capitation, outside
referrals, inpatient and outpatient ad-

mits, plan administration/marketing

expenses, among other data. Enroll-

ment and Utilization Table features uti~

lization data and experience with
capitated populations.
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Hiring Home Caregivers: The Fam-
ily Guide to In-Home Eldercare, by
D. Helen Susik, MA. Impact Pub
lishers, 1995. Softcover, 224 pp•~
$11.95. Contact: Impact Publishers,
PO Box 1094, San Luis Obispo, CA
93406; 805.543.5911. Covers re-
cruitment/selection, costs, running
background checks, supervising—ev-
erything an employee with eldercare
needs may need to know.

~u~w~u~a
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Making Your Workplace Drug Free:
A Kit for Employers, by the Center
for Substance Abuse Prevention
(CSAP), 1995. Free. Contact
CSAP's National Workplace
Helpline, 1.800.843.4971. Kit in-
cludes ̀ how-to' strategies and super-
visor training and employee education
materials. Ideal for small businesses
looking for low-cost, effective policies
and program materials.

Making Healthy Choices six module
set, by Whole Person Associates.
Each module includes video, five
participant guides, and leader
manual for $95/module or $475/
complete set of six. Additional par-
ticipant guides, $3/each. Contact:
Whole Person Associates, 210 W.
Michigan, Duluth MN 55802.1908;
800.24?-6789. Module titles are

Healthy Lifestyle, Healthy Eating,

Healthy Exercise, Healthy Stress, Healthy
Relationships, and Healthy Change.
Modules to be used in one-hour

trainings (20 min. for video; 20 min.

for guide; 20 min. for small group shar-

ing) .

Substance Abuse in Organizations, by
Far Cliffs Consulting. Five modules

in Q&A and group discussion for-
mat. Cost: single modules, $5 each;
all five modules in binder, $20. In-
struction manual free with multiple
orders. Contact: Far Cliffs Consult-
ing, 17160 W. North Ave., Ste. 203,
Brookfield, WI 53005; 414.827-
0355. Module titles are Facts and Fig-

ures, Incident Analysis, The Legal Per-

spective, Management In-Basket, and
Management Strategy. Thorough, inex-

pensive overview designed to raise

union and management leaders'

awareness of the impact of substance

abuse on the organization.

~oo~T~
Personal Health Guide, by the US
Public Health Service and Voluntary
Hospitals of America (VHA).
Softcover, 32 pps.; pocket-size,
imprintable. Cost: imprinted in
quantities of 500, $1.80/per;
nonimprinted (500), $.63/per. Con-
tact: VHA, PO Box 140909, Irving,
TX 75014; 800.468.6842. Handy
guide can be used to track health his-
tory, including mammograms, AIDS,
depression, alcohol and other drug use,
cholesterol, immunizations, and more.
Imprinting may include company

name and logo.

Healthy Choices, by the Bureau of
Business Practice, Simon and
Schuster. 32 pp. handbook,
imprintable. Costs: up to 99 copies,

$1.35 per; 100.499, $1.29 per; 500-
999, $1.19 per; 1,000+, $1.15 per.
Imprinting: $80 (min. 100 copies).
Contact: Bureau of Business Prac-
tice, Center for Health Programs, 24
Rope Ferry Rd., Waterford, CT

06386; 800.916.9000. Lifestyle,

physical health issues displayed in an

easy-to-read, four-color format.
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PENNSYLVANIA ~

Penn Foundation Recovery Center
807 Lawn Avenue
Sellersville, PA 18960
215-257-9999
1-800-245-7366
Penn Foundation, located in rural Bucks
County, is anon-profit community facil-
ityoffering afull range of mental health,
mental retardation and alcohol and other
drug treatment programs. The Recov-
eryCenter is a 23-bed residential treat-
mentfacility for adults with alcohol and
other chemical dependencies and in-
cludes atrack for those with addictions
in combination with mental illness. Ser-
vicesavailable include medical and non-
medical detox; outpatient and intensive
outpatient programs; special needs in-
cluding relapse prevention, ACOA,
codependency, adolescent outpatient
services, and family services; 12-step
oriented. State licensed; JCAHO ac-
creditation; founded in 1955.

KidsPeace Corporation
1650 Broadway
Bethlehem, PA 18015-3998
KidsPeace National Centers for Kids
in Crisis: 1-800-8KID-123
National Hospital for Kids in Crisis: 1-
800-44-MY-KI D
National Referral Network:

1-800-KID-SAVE
KidsPeace, anot-for-profit organiza-
tion helping kids since 1882, represents
a comprehensive continuum of preven-
tion, education and psychiatric treat-
mentservices. Frominpatientcare(Na-
tional Hospital for Kids in Crisis) to resi-
dential through outpatient treatment
(KidsPeace National Centers for Kids in
Crisis), KidsPeace specializes in indi-
vidualizedservices for children, adoles-
cents and their families. Treating cli-
entsfrom across the country in PA, ME,
NY, IN and GA.

RHODE ISLAND

The Providence Center
32 Branch Avenue
Providence, RI 02904
401-861-6262 or 1-800-456-0300

The Providence Center is a licensed
outpatient mental health organization
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offering a wide range of mental health
andsubstance abuse treatment ser-
vices. Services are provided for adults
and children/adolescents with serious
mental illnesses, as well as those ex-
periencing emotional difficulties and
addiction. Individual, group and family
counseling is available. The Provi-
dence Center offers EAPs, employee
training, and Managed Care Services.

WEST VIRGINIA
Olympic Center-Preston

P.O. Box 158

Kingwood, WV 26537

304-329-2400

For adolescents, between the ages of
12 and 18 years, who are having prob-
lems with use of alcohol and other
drugs, OLYMPIC CENTER -
PRESTON provides a comprehensive
treatment program of support, com-
passion, and understanding. We are
one of the few special programs in the
middle Atlantic states designed exclu-
sively for the treatment of adolescent
chemical dependency. JCAHO ac-
credited; in operation since 1986;
OLYMPIC CENTER - PRESTON is the
only free-standing facility of its kind
within the state.

TEXAS

Starlite Village Hospital

Elm Pass Road

Center Point, TX 78010

210-634-2212;800-292-0148

The best kept secret in the treatment
industry. Thisyearcelebrating35years
of continuous service. Comprehen-
sive treatment for chemical depen-
dency, dual diagnosis and psychiatric
disorders for adult men and women in
apleasanthill-countryatmosphere. The
best of both worlds. Fully accredited,
experienced staff, 12-step fundamen-
tal recovery philosophy and environ-
ment. Call for additional information
about professional treatment tracks.

~~
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Accurate Assessments ........... 10
DuPont Merck
Pharmaceuticals ............... 26-28
Motivision, Ltd ......................43
SARMUL Consultants ..........31
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Walmyr Publishing, Co........~... 6
International
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PeerlessVideo ........................ 45
Pride Institute ........................ 44

Midwest
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West
Aspen Achievement
Academy.................................. 6
Remuda Ranch Center for
Anorexia and Bulimia ...........16

Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual Clients?
Choose PRIDE.
In extensive outcome studies conducted by researchers from Yale Univer-
sity and the University of Pennsylvania, lesbian and gay patients treated at
the Pride Institute re-enter society with a greater likelihood for long-term
sobriety than lesbian and gay patients treated in mainstream programs.

Founded eight years and 3,000 graduates ago, Pride Institute is the nation's
first and only JCAHO accredited alcohol and drug treatment center devoted
exclusively to lesbian, gay and bisexual patients. In addition to our 12-step
based program, Pride Institute patients heal from shame/low self-esteem,
HIV /Aids related stress and grief and self-destructive behavior.

Pride Institute now also offers a PRIDE INSTITUTE
psychiatric program to treat:

• Depression
• Sexual addictionlcompulsivity
• Survivors of abuse
• Eating disorders

Pride Institute patients leave ready For information, please call

to live a healthy, productive lifestyle. 7-800-54-PRIDE
Pride Institute offers competitively priced managed care and corporate rates.

Classified Advertising Rates
Display Rates ..............$70/Column inch
(column width is 21/4")

Word Rates .......................... $2.00/Word
Blind Box Numbers ....................... $8.00
(Replys will be forwarded promptly)

Send Ad Copy To:
EAP Digest
Advertising Department
1863 Technology Drive
Troy, MI 48083-4244
1-800-453-7733 or
FAX to: 810-588-6633

RESOURCE EAP INC.
Employee Assistance Program Con-
sultants providing services
nationwide. Contact Phyllis Appleby
at 1-800-421-REAP

NnrioNn~

.-

• SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROFESSIONALS 'TA1

♦ 21,000 SAP's World-wide
♦ Alcohol Misuse Prevention

Programs
♦ Customized Plans

"Turn your DOT Mandate Worries
over to our Experts!"

1-800-879-6428

DRUG-FREE CATALOG
One of the best selections of alcohol and
drug prevention materials available. Hun-
dreds of drug-free products ready to ship
throughout the U.S., Europe and Canada.
Customer service representative are ready
to take your order, send samples and an-
swer questions.

Cal 11-800-453-7733
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"Behavioral Case Management in
HMOs," pages 29.32

1. D.F. Burton: "Competitiveness,
Critical Technologies, and the Be-
havioral Healthcare Industry." Key-
note address. Institute for Behavioral
Healthcare Conference, Chicago,
1992.
2. M. Freeman: Repositioning EAPs
in the new behavioral marketplace.
EmployeeAssistance 5, 1992.
3. J.L. Messina: Case Management
Handbook. Tampa, Fla.: Advanced
Development Systems, Inc., 1982.
I.S. Levine and M. Fleming: Human
Resource Development: Issues in'Case
Management. Rockville, Md.: Na-
tional Institute of Mental Health,

1984.
4. M.J. Bennett: View from the
bridge: Reflections of a recovering
staff model HMO psychiatrist. Psy-
chiatric quarterly 64, 1993.
5. R. Kunnes: Managed mental
health: The insurer's perspective. In
S. Feldman (ed.) Managed Mental
Health Services. Springfield, Ill.:
Charles C. Thomas, 1992, p. 110.
6. HIAA: The price of state man-
datedbenefits, Medical Benefits 6(3):
1989. In S. Feldman (ed.) Managed
Mental Health Services. Springfield,
Ill.: Charles C. Thomas,1992, p. 110.
7. Case management now saves state
dollars in Clinton country. Managed
Healthcare 4(3):22, 1994.
8. D. Blair: The case manager comes
to the rescue. Inside Case Manage-
ment 1(3):6.7, 1994.
9. M. Fretthold: "Essential Case
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Charles C. Thomas, 1992, p. 32.
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Major disorders of mind and brain.
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Sept., 1992; A.R. Laughlin: Portrait
of Four Lives video, 1986.
3. M.E. Lickey and B. Gordon: Drugs
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Freeman & Co., 1983, pp. 205-217.
4. Winokur, 1991.
5. Personal interviews with Illinois
State Psychiatric Institute patients
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37(2):185-187, March, 1992.
7. Laughlin, 1986.
8. Gershon, 1992.
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13. Lickey, 1983.
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Award Winning
Training Video

• ~ •
~I Trains supervisors on how to

~ ~ manage workplace violence

rj Utilizes a multi•departmental,
. team approach

rj Used by over 200 U.S. companies

For a

~ ' ~ ~ pR~e"' 1-800-470-TAPE
tap

PEERLESS VIDEO ~ Established 1984
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Assassin the Need for EAPg
•Needs assessment survey first to gage prevalence o f
4.vorker AOD use and job impairment

•Nearly hal f o f 8,000 tested show one o f f ive
behavioral risks

Both internal and external em-
ployee assistance programs (EAPs)
have a new tool to help gage the
extent of behavioral risks among
employees—the Business and Indus-
try Needs Assessment (BINA),
developed by the King of Prussia, Pa.-
based Integra, Inc., with funding
from the National Institute on Drug
Abuse (NIDA). And for a limited
time, EAP Digest readers can request
a BINA survey of their organization's
employees free-of-charge.

BINA project director Meghan
Byrne and principal investigator

Grant Grissom, PhD, say the 174-
question survey is the first valid self-
report survey to estimate the preva-
lence of alcohol and other drug
(AOD) use among employees. The
survey measures 12 wellness and
health risk behaviors, including diet
and nutrition, work stress, AOD use,
financial management, coping, fam-
ilysatisfaction, and depression.

Work on the survey began eight
years ago with funding from the
National Institute on Alcoholism
and Addiction (NIAAA). NIAAA
awarded Integra a grant to develop
an instrument to measure AOD use
among employees, thereby justifying
the need for EAPs. Yet the first
survey results proved dubious—self-
report surveys too often fail to
identify dishonest responses and
testing technology at that time could

not correct the distortion.
Then came the work of George

Washington University researcher
Dr. Judith Miller. Her research into
the use of split samples gave Integra
researchers just what they needed to
develop a reliable instrument to
correctly estimate prevalence of
worker AOD use and job impair-
ment.

Integra has surveyed 35 work
organizations employing over 8,000.
The 35 organizations represented a
variety of industries, including ser-
vice, financial, health care, and
manufacturing. Once the database of
BINA scores is large enough,
Grissom intends to establish baseline
responses for industry groups so that
individual employers can compare
their survey results with others in
their industry.

When Byrne analyzed the 7,885
valid employee surveys, the results
showed that 11.5% to 12.5% were
problem drinkers and that 7.5% to
8.5% had used marijuana and 1% to
2% had used cocaine in the six
months prior to the survey. Further-
more, 47.4%—nearly half the
sample—experienced at least one of
five problems known to reduce
productivity on the job, including:
• 22.6% of respondents met the
criteria for High Job Dissatisfaction
• 2.5% met criteria for Impairment
of Work Performance Due to AOD Use

• 20.9% met criteria for High Stress
on the Job
• 17.9% met criteria for High
Anxiety
• 7.0% met criteria for High Depres-
sion

In addition,12.9% of respondents
fell into two of the above categories;
3.9% into three of the categories;
0.8% into four of the categories; and
0.1%tested into all five categories.

After employees take the survey
anonymously at the worksite, results
are tabulated by computer. Integra
staff then interpret the results and
make recommendations to the em-
ployer. Grissom said BINA results
can assess the need for various
wellness activities or an EAP. And
because identifying data from em-
ployees can be tailored to the
organization, specific wellness re-
sponses can be recommended for
particularly risky departments, work
areas or work shifts—beneficial for
EAP professionals involved in orga-
nizational development work, said
Grissom.

As for a free BINA survey, Integra
has NIDA funding to conduct a

limited number of BINA surveys

before September. Byrne asks that
anyone interested in applying for a
survey fax a letter of request on

company letterhead to her office at
610-992-7070. The letter should give
general information about the orga-
nization, including the number of
employees, location and principal
service or industry. Funding for only
10 surveys remains, but those that

participate will receive valuable

insights into the behavioral risks
facing their employees. ■
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No matter what information your employees or clients are
looking for, we've got you covered. That's because PRP Helping
Hand pamphlets cover the widest range of personal problems.

And because our pamphlets are used by organizations both
large and small, you can trust us for personal, one-on-one
attention and customer service.

:Jse this order form to select five free sample pamphlets of your
hoice. After you see our pamphlets, you'll see that the PRP
ifference is quality, selection, and service.

CHECK THE BOXES OF UP TO FIVE SAMPLES
YOU WOULD LIKE TO SEE

O HH-002 Stimulants

O HH-003 Preventing Alcohol
& Other Drug Use

O HH-004 Cocaine &Crack

O HH-005 Marijuana

O HH-0061nhalants

O HH-007 Hallucinogens

O HH-008 Depression

O HH-009 Codependence

O HH-010 Alcohol

O HH-011 Sexually Transmitted
Diseases

O HH-012 Eating Disorders

O HH-013 Narcotics

O HH-014 Youths, Alcohol, &
Other Drugs

O HH-015 Tobacco

O HH-016 Helping a Friend
with a Drinking Problem

O HH-017 Drinking, Drugging
and Driving

O HH-030 Substances and
Seniors

O HH-031 Improving Family
Relations

O HH-032 Children and
Divorce

O HH-033 Coping with Grief
and Loss

O HH-034 Improving Self
Esteem

O HH-035 Living with
Someone Who is Depressed

O HH-036 What is Post-
Traumatic Stress?

O HH-037 Child Sexual Abuse

FAX THIS PAGE TO . • • g 10'58$-6633
Or Call

1-800-453-7733
~. ~ -

Performance Resource Press • 1863 Technology Drive •Troy, MI 48083 •FAX: 810-588-6633



A Professional's Guide To

EVALUATING YOUR
EMPLOYEE ~4SSISTANCE AND

MQ►NAGED BEHAVIORAL CARE PROGRAM

Employee Assistance Programs (EAP) and Managed Behavioral Care
(MBC) programs can hold down costs while ensuring quality care. Yet
how do you know your program is working for your organization's best
interests? Is your company in legal jeopardy because your EAP or M6C
is not following federal and state statutes? Can your EAP or MBC prove
its cost-effectiveness? Is either program being undermined by
employee dissatisfaction?

There's never been a resource for answering these and other
questions--until now. Evaluating Your Employee Assistance and
Managed Behavioral Care Program is thorough and complete, covering
every aspect of program evaluation, from utilization to cost-
effectiveness, credentialing to accreditation, and monitoring referral
lines to inspecting physical facilities.

CONTENTS

Chapter 1 — Defining Employee Assistance Programs, Managed Behavioral
Care, and the Integrated Program; Implications of Health Care
Reform

Chapter 2 — The Methodology of Evaluation

Chapter 3 — Total Quality Management

Chapter 4 — Accreditation

Chapter 5 — Monitoring Access Lines and Observing Physical Facilities

Chapter 6 — Role of Management Information Systems

Chapter 7 — Measuring Employee Satisfaction

Chapter 8 — Clinical Review/Data Findings

Chapter 9 — Computing Cost Effectiveness/Cost Benefit

Chapter 10 — Monitoring Counselor/Provider Credentials

Dale A. M1sl, DSW, is professor at the University
of Maryland's School of Social Work and an adjunct
professor at the College of Business and Management.
In addition, she is CEO and president of Masi Research
Consultants, Inc., of Washington, D.C., a firm
specializing in EAP/Managed Behavioral Care design,
implementation, and evaluation.
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